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BLOSSOMING BIJECTION FOR BIPARTITE POINTED MAPS
AND PARAMETRIC RATIONALITY OF GENERAL MAPS
ON ANY SURFACE
MACIEJ DOŁE˛GA AND MATHIAS LEPOUTRE
ABSTRACT. We construct an explicit bijection between bipartite pointed maps on an arbitrary
surface S, and specific unicellular blossoming maps on the same surface. Our bijection gives
access to the degrees of all the faces, and distances from the pointed vertex in the initial map.
The main construction generalizes recent work of the second author which covered the case
of orientable surface.
Our bijection gives rise to a first combinatorial proof of a parametric rationality result
concerning the bivariate generating series of maps on a given surface with respect to their
numbers of faces and vertices. In particular, it provides a combinatorial explanation of the
structural difference between the aforementioned bivariate parametric generating series in the
case of orientable and non-orientable maps.
1. INTRODUCTION
Maps are ubiquitous objects which have been studied by both mathematicians and physi-
cists for decades. Roughly speaking, a map is a polygonal tiling of a surface S , generalizing
an important concept of triangulations. Rich structural properties of maps have multiple
connections with various areas of discrete mathematics, algebraic geometry, number theory,
statistical physics, and most recently random geometries. This has pushed the study of maps
forward in recent years, especially in the enumerative context (see e.g. [LZ04, Eyn16] among
others).
1.1. Enumeration – solving functional equations. The study of enumerative properties of
planar maps was initiated by Tutte in the sixties [Tut63]. He studied structural properties of
their generating function weighted by number of edges by building certain functional equa-
tions satisfied by this function. In the aforementioned paper Tutte guessed the solution of
the equation he cooked up, however in the joint paper with Brown [BT64] they developed
a more systematic method of solving similar equations containing one so-called catalytic
variable. This method turned out to be very powerful and was substantially extended by
Bousquet-Mélou and Jehanne [BMJ06] to the much broader context of enumerating various
combinatorial objects. It took more than two decades to extend Tutte’s original result, us-
ing similar methods, to the case of enumeration of higher genus maps [BC86]. In the case
of the univariate generating function, that is the generating function weighted by number of
edges, Bender and Canfield obtained asymptotic enumeration results that happened to be very
similar in both the orientable and non-orientable cases:
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Theorem 1.1 ([BC86]). For each g ∈ {1
2
, 1, 3
2
, 2, . . . }, there exist constants tg, pg such that
the number of rooted maps with n edges on the orientable (non-orientable, respectively)
surface of genus g satisfies:
~og(n) ∼ tgn 52 (g−1)12n, ~nog(n) ∼ pgn 52 (g−1)12n, respectively.
Later on, Bender and Canfield refined their result in the case of orientable surfaces to the
following one:
Theorem 1.2 ([BC91]). For each g ≥ 0, the generating series of orientable maps of genus g
enumerated by the number of edges is a rational function of z and
√
1− 12z.
Next step was to study the bivariate generating functions of orientable maps enumerated by
their number of vertices and faces, directly generalizing the univariate enumeration, thanks
to Euler formula. The first result in this direction, obtained by Bender, Canfield and Rich-
mond [BCR93], was refined by Arqués and Giorgetti [AG99], and shortly afterwards ex-
tended to the case of non-orientable surfaces [AG00].
Theorem 1.3 ([AG00]). Set g ≥ 1. The bivariate series of all maps (orientable or not)
having genus g can be written:
Pg(t•, t◦, a)
a10g−6
,
where Pg is a polynomial of degree lower than or equal to 6g−3, and t•, t◦, and a are defined
by: 
t• = z• + 2t•t◦ + t2•
t◦ = z◦ + 2t•t◦ + t2◦
a =
√
(1− 2(t• + t◦))2 − 4t•t◦
.
Moreover, the bivariate series of orientable maps having genus g can be written:
P ′g(t•, t◦)
a10g−6
,
where P ′g is a polynomial of degree lower than or equal to 6g − 3.
Note that Theorem 1.3 raises a strong structural difference between the generating func-
tions of maps on orientable and non-orientable surfaces.
We finish this section by making the following remark. All these remarkable properties
are obtained by rather indirect methods. Indeed, the general proof strategy so far was to
build certain functional equations, and to use their particular form to find a solution with nice
properties. On the other hand, these enumerative results give a strong indication that enumer-
ation of maps should be strictly related with enumeration of some decorated binary trees and
Motzkin paths, which are very simple combinatorial objects. Uncovering and understanding
this hidden connection would lead to a conceptual proof of the aforementioned results, which
naturally call for combinatorial interpretations. The desire to obtain such a better understand-
ing was one of the reason that led to the rise of the bijective study of maps – nowadays a
well-established domain on its own.
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1.2. Enumeration – understanding the nature of enumerated objects. The motivation
behind the usage of bijective methods of enumerating maps is twofold. On the one hand, to
explain the remarkable enumerative properties of maps by a direct, combinatorial argument.
On the other hand, to give an access to a better understanding of their geometric nature. This
second motivation turned out to be a conceptual breakthrough leading to completely new
areas such as random geometry. These methods show that any map can be constructed from
trees with some additional decorations in a systematic way. We can naturally divide these
bijections into two different families of constructions: labeled and blossoming ones.
1.2.1. Labeled objects. The first bijective method of enumerating maps was due to Cori and
Vauquelin [CV81] who were able to recover the celebrated formula of Tutte for the number
of planar maps with n edges. They constructed a bijection between these maps and certain
labeled trees, giving a bijective proof of Tutte’s formula. Their result also opened a way to
study the global geometry of planar maps, initiated in the pioneering work of Chassaing and
Schaeffer [CS04]. Cori and Vauquelin’s method was improved and extended to the case of
higher genus orientable surfaces by Chapuy, Marcus and Schaeffer [CMS09], hence provid-
ing a bijective proof of the orientable part of Theorem 1.1. Finally, Chapuy and the first
author [CD17] found a way to drop the assumption of orientability in the Marcus-Schaeffer
construction which resulted in a universal bijection explaining similarities between orientable
and non-orientable enumeration from Theorem 1.1.
1.2.2. Blossoming objects. Schaeffer also found a different bijection [Sch97] between Euler-
ian planar maps and so-called blossoming trees, that are planar trees with some additional
decorations. It turned out that this bijection found many extensions, allowing enumeration of
various families of planar maps, such as simple triangulations [PS06], or plane bipolar orien-
tations [FPS09]. The blossoming bijections for planar maps were later unified into a single
general scheme by Albenque and Poulalhon [AP15].
The first generalization of Schaeffer’s initial construction [Sch97] for higher genus ori-
entable maps was provided by the second author in a recent work [Lep19a], which allowed
him to obtain the first combinatorial interpretation of the rationality presented in Theorem 1.2.
In a subsequent work by the second author and Albenque [Lep19b], they extended the
previous work so as to track the number of vertices and faces of a map, and obtained a
combinatorial interpretation of the bivariate rationality expressed in the orientable case of
Theorem 1.3.
The main bijective result of the present work is the following theorem, which extends
[Lep19a] in two different directions:
• maps are not required to be orientable anymore,
• we are studying pointed maps, so that the blossoming objects bijectively encode met-
ric properties of the initial map.
Theorem 1.4. Let S be a surface, and n•, n◦, n1, n2, · · · be integers with finite sum.
There is an explicit bijection Φ` between bipartite pointed maps of S with n• black vertices,
n◦ white vertices, and nk faces of degree 2k (for any k ∈ N+), and well-blossoming maps
of S with n• black rootable stems, n◦ rootable stems, and nk vertices of degree 2k (for any
k ∈ N+).
Moreover, Φl(m) is well-rooted if and only if m is a root-pointed map.
If we now consider the case where (nk)k∈N+ = (0, n, 0, 0 · · · ), in conjunction with the
classical radial construction, we obtain the following corollary:
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Corollary 1.5. Let S be a surface, and n•, n◦ be integers. There is an explicit constructive
bijection between maps of S with n• vertices and n◦ faces and well-rooted 4-valent maps of
S with n• black rootable stems and n◦ white rootable stems.
Using strictly combinatorial methods developed in [Lep19a] and [Lep19b], we use Corol-
lary 1.5 to give an interpretation of the rationality expressed in Theorem 1.3. Moreover, we
provide an explanation of the aforementioned structural difference between orientable and
non-orientable maps. We also obtain additional deeper rationality results, depending on cer-
tain properties of the maps, namely the form of the offset graph of the scheme of the opening
of the maps.
Last, but not least, we hope that our bijection opens the doors to study metric properties
of some classes of random maps. Indeed, in most cases random maps are studied by use
of labeled objects, however it was shown by Addario-Berry and Albenque [ABA17] that
the blossoming approach turned out to be more natural in certain cases. We hope that our
bijection might shed some light on possible extension of the aforementioned result.
1.3. Organization of the paper. Section 2 provides all the necessary definitions. In Sec-
tion 3 we state and prove our main bijective construction. Section 4 is devoted to the decom-
position of the unicellular maps obtained previously into some smaller pieces. This decom-
position is studied in details in the case of 4-valent maps in Section 5, which allows us to
obtain enumerative results, presented in Section 6.
2. DEFINITIONS
A surface S is a compact, connected, two dimensional real manifold. By the classification
theorem a surface S is uniquely determined by an integer XS ≥ −2 called Euler charac-
teristic (or, equivalently, by nonnegative half–integer gS ∈ 12N called genus and given by
XS = 2 − 2gS) together with an information whether S is orientable or not. Note that a
surface S with odd Euler characteristic cannot be orientable. An embedded graph on a sur-
face S is a proper (meaning that the edges are non-crossing) embedding of a graph on S,
considered up to homeomorphism. A face of an embedded graph is a connected component
of its complement in S. An embedded graph is a map if it is cellularly embedded, meaning
that all its faces are simply connected. The set of maps on a surface S is denotedMS .
Let m be a map. We denote Vm, Em and Fm the set of vertices, edges and faces of m. We
denote nvm, n
e
m and n
f
m the cardinal of these sets. Any map m on a surface S satisfies Euler
formula:
nvm − nem + nfm = XS
The univariate and bivariate generating series of maps on a surface are defined by:
MS(z) :=
∑
m∈MS
zn
e
m ,
MS(x, y) :=
∑
m∈MS
xn
v
myn
f
m .
Each edge of a map can be divided into two halfedges by removing its middle point. A
corner is an adjacency between a vertex and a face, delimited by two halfedges. We denote
Cm the set of corners of a map m. The vertex and face adjacent to a corner c are denoted
vm(c) and fm(c).
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We arbitrarily associate to each vertex of m an orientation that we call direct. In particular,
this defines a permutation called vertex rotation and denoted σm : Cm → Cm that takes a
corner c and returns the next corner around vm(c) in direct order. An oriented corner ~c is
defined as a pair made of a corner c and a spin s(~c), which is 1 if the orientation of ~c agrees
with the direct orientation of the vertex vm(c), and −1 otherwise. The set of oriented corners
of m is denoted ~Cm. The reversed corner of ~c, denoted ~c, is defined by ~c := (c,−s(~c)).
The vertex rotation can be extended to oriented corners in the following way: ~σm(~c) :=
(σ
s(~c)
m (c), s(~c)), and ~σm(~c) := (σ
s(~c)
m (c),−s(~c)). Note that ~σm is an involution. The edge
associated to an oriented corner ~c, denoted em(~c), is the edge that separates ~c and σm(~c).
The face rotation, denoted ~θm : ~Cm → ~Cm,
is defined as follows: the next oriented corner after an oriented corner ~c around fm(c)
is denoted ~θm(~c). We also denote ~θm(~c) the reverse corner of ~θm(~c). Note that ~θm is
an involution. The twist function, denoted τm : Em → {+1,−1}, is then defined by
τm(em(~c)) := s(~c) · s(~θm(~c)). The fact that ~θm is a bijection ensures that the previous equa-
tion gives the same result for any oriented corner having the same associated edge, so that the
twist function is well defined.
Remark 1. The definitions of σm, θm, and τm depend on the initial choice of a local orientation
around each vertex. Changing the local orientation of a vertex v is called a flip. It amounts
to change the twist value of all edges adjacent to v, and modifying σm and θm accordingly:
for instance σm should be changed to σ−1m around v. In particular, a map is orientable if and
only if it is possible to apply a sequence of flips so as to make τm identically equal to 1. In
other words, a map is orientable if there is a way of orienting its vertices which is globally
consistent along edges.
The maps that we consider are rooted, that is they are equipped with a distinguished ori-
ented corner ~ρm ∈ ~Cm called the root corner. This choice of a distinguished corner allows
to remove any automorphisms that a map could have, thus allowing easier enumeration and
bijections. A pointed map is a rooted map with an additional distinguished vertex called
pointed vertex and denoted pm. The families of pointed maps and their generating series
are denoted by a •. For instance, the generating series of pointed maps on a surface S is
denoted M•S . Note that M
•
S(x, y) =
x·∂MS(x,y)
∂x
. A root-pointed map is a map m such that
pm = vm(ρm).
The dual of a map m is the map m∗ defined on the same surface with the same set of
corners, whose vertices are the faces of m, whose faces are the vertices of m, and such that
the order of corners around vertices and faces corresponds to the order of corners around
faces and vertices of m (see Fig. 1). The orientation of the root of m and the root of m∗
are opposite, meaning that vertex vm(~θm(~ρm)) and face fm∗(~σm∗(~ρm∗)) are dual one of each
other. Note that duality is an involution.
The degree of a vertex v or a face f , denoted δm(v) or δm(f), is the number of corners
adjacent to it. A graph or a map is bipartite if all its cycles have even length. In particular,
all faces of a bipartite map have even degree. Vertices of a bipartite map can be separated
into two distinct sets: the black (resp. white) vertices are vertices at even (resp. odd) distance
from the root. The vertex-color-weight of a bipartite map m, denoted γvm, is defined as the
couple (γv•m , γ
v◦
m ), where γ
v•
m (resp. γ
v◦
m ) is the number of black (resp. white) vertices of m. A
map is a quadrangulation if all its faces have degree 4.
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Figure 1. Figure (a) presents a bipartite map m with a pointed vertex pm and
root ρm. Labels of the vertices give the distance from the pointed vertex pm.
This map is embedded into the Klein bottle which is presented as the gluing
of edges of the black hexagon in such a way that the direction of arrows is pre-
served by the gluing. Figure (b) figures the dual mapm∗, which is bicolorable.
Edges denoted by letters a, . . . , j should be identified such that the direction
of arrows is preserved, and with this identification m∗ is also embedded into
the Klein bottle.
A map is bicolorable if its dual is bipartite. Note that a bicolorable map is also Eulerian,
which means that all its vertices have even degree. Although the two notions (bicolorable
and Eulerian, or dually bipartite and even degree faces) are equivalent in the plane, this is not
the case in other surfaces. Similarly to vertices of a bipartite map, faces of a bicolorable map
can be separated into black and white faces. The face-color-weight of a bicolorable map m,
denoted γfm, is the color-weight of its dual: γ
f
m := γ
v
m∗ . A map is 4-valent if all its vertices
have degree 4. We denote BPS and BCS the sets of bipartite and bicolorable maps on a
surface S. We denote BPS and BC×S the sets of bipartite quadrangulations and bicolorable
4-valent maps on a surface S.
The face-weight of a bipartite map m, denoted δfm, is the vector (ni)i∈N+ such that for all i,
ni is the number of faces of m of degree 2i. Similarly, the vertex-weight of a bicolorable map
m, denoted δvm, is the vector (ni)i∈N+ such that for all i, ni is the number of vertices of m of
degree 2i. The multivariate generating series of bipartite and bicolorable maps on a surface
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S are defined as follows:
BPS(z) :=
∑
m∈BPS
zδ
f
m ,
BCS(z) :=
∑
m∈BCS
zδ
v
m ,
with the conventions that z := (zi)i∈N+ and (zi)i∈N+
(ni)i∈N+ :=
∏
i∈N+ z
ni
i . The colored
multivariate generating series of bipartite and bicolorable maps on a surface S are defined as
follows:
BPS(z, x, y) :=
∑
m∈BPS
zδ
f
mxγ
v•
m yγ
v◦
m ,
BCS(z, x, y) :=
∑
m∈BCS
zδ
v
mxγ
f•
m yγ
f◦
m .
The bivariate generating series of bipartite quadrangulations and bicolorable 4-valent maps
are defined by:
BPS (x, y) := BPS(z, x, y)
∣∣
z=(0,1,0,... )
=
∑
m∈BPS
xγ
v•
m yγ
v◦
m ,
BC×S (x, y) := BCS(z, x, y)
∣∣
z=(0,1,0,... )
=
∑
m∈BC×S
xγ
f•
m yγ
f◦
m .
3. BIJECTION
3.1. Left-most geodesic tree. Let m be a map on a surface S. A spanning tree of m is the
embedded graph t on S, obtained from m by keeping all its vertices but only a subset of
edges of m such that t is connected and acyclic. A spanning tree is naturally rooted at the
oriented corner containing ~ρm. Note that, except if S is a sphere, t is not cellularly embedded.
However, t can alternatively be seen as a planar map by cutting the surface S along the edges
of t, and gluing the resulting border to a disk.
Let t be a spanning tree of a pointed map m, and v be a vertex of m. To each vertex
v ∈ Vm, we associate a height, denoted hm(v), defined as the distance from v to pm. By
extension, the height of a corner c is the height of vm(c). Similarly, the height in t of v is the
distance from v to pm in t. The spanning tree t is called geodesic if for any vertex v of m, the
height of v and the height in t of v are the same.
Definition 3.1 (contour word). Let t be a spanning tree of a pointed mapm. The contour word
of t is the sequence of heights of corners of m in the tour of t starting from ~ρ(m). Because
t is spanning and acyclic, each corner is visited once by such a tour, so that the length of the
contour word is equal to the number of corners of m.
Remark 2. If m is bipartite, the contour word of t uniquely characterizes t. Indeed, starting a
tour from ~ρm, any time a yet-unvisited edge going to a yet-unvisited vertex is met, this vertex
does not have the same height as the current vertex (because the map is bipartite), so that the
contour word is enough to decide whether this edge should be in t or not.
Definition 3.2 (leftmost geodesic tree). Let m be a bipartite pointed map. The leftmost ge-
odesic tree of m, denoted t`(m), is the geodesic tree of m which is maximal for the lexico-
graphic order.
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Figure 2. Leftmost geodesic tree of the map m∗ from Fig. 1(b) is depicted in red.
The uniqueness of the leftmost geodesic tree of a bipartite map is a direct consequence of
Remark 2. See Section 3.1
Lemma 3.3. The leftmost geodesic tree of a bipartite pointed map can be computed by Algo-
rithm 1.
Proof. Let m be a bipartite pointed map, and t be the embedded graph computed by Algo-
rithm 1. We are going to prove that t is the leftmost geodesic tree of m by successively
proving following steps:
(A) Algorithm 1 terminates and performs a tour of the root face of t, starting from ~ρm.
(B) graph t is a tree;
(C) graph t is spanning and geodesic;
(D) graph t is the leftmost geodesic tree of m.
In order to prove (A) we notice that at each step of the algorithm, we are updating a
corner ~c. Let ~ci denotes the corner ~c at i-th step of the algorithm. We start from the proof
that the algorithm terminates. In other terms we have to prove that ~ci+1 /∈ {~c2, . . . ,~ci} for
each i > 1. Suppose that this is not the case, and let i be the minimal index for which
ci+1 ∈ {~c2, . . . ,~ci}. This means that there exists 1 ≤ j < i such that ~ci+1 = ~cj+1 =: ~c,
but ~ci 6= ~cj . Then {~ci,~cj} = {~σ−1m (~c), ~θ−1m (~c)}. In both cases, the two equalities imply
respectively that em( ~c) /∈ t and em( ~c) ∈ t, which is a contradiction. By consequence the
algorithm terminates and performs a tour of the root face of t, starting from ~ρm.
We are going to prove (B). Suppose that t is not acyclic, and denote C the set of edges
that are part of a cycle of t, along with their incident vertices. Let v be a vertex of C with
maximum height. Since m is bipartite, all vertices sharing an edge of C with v have height
strictly smaller than v.
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Algorithm 1 the leftmost geodesic tree algorithm
Input: A bipartite pointed map m.
Output: The left-most geodesic tree of m, denoted t.
Set t = ∅, ~c = ~c′ = ~ρm, m′′ = m′ = m, and V = ∅ (V is the set of visited edges).
repeat
e← em(~c)
if e ∈ V then . e has already been visited
if e ∈ t then
~c← ~θm(~c)
else
~c← ~σm(~c)
end if
else . e is unvisited yet
~c′ ← ~θm(~c)
m′ ← m \ (V \ t) . m′ is made of all vertices of m, as well as edges that can still
be in t at this point.
m′′ ← m′ \ {e} . m′′ is made of edges that can be in t if the edge e is discarded.
if (1) hm(c′) = hm(c) + 1 or (2) m′′ is disconnected or (3) hm′′(c) 6= hm(c) then
add e to t
end if
add e to V
end if
until ~c = ~ρm return t
Let ~c0 be the first corner incident to v explored by the algorithm, and (~ci)i∈[1,k] be the
sequence of explored corners of v such that em(~ci) ∈ t, in the same order as they are en-
countered by the algorithm. Suppose em(~ci) /∈ C. Then the part of t explored from ~ci is
necessarily a tree, by definition of C. By consequence, at this step, the algorithm will just do
the tour of this treelike part, so that no corner of v is explored between ~ci and ~σm(~ci). Let j
be the smallest i such that em(~ci) ∈ C.
Consider the step of the algorithm when ~c = ~cj . Since v ∈ C, we have k ≥ 2, so that
~σm(~cj) 6= ~c0. By consequence, the edge e := em(~c) (as defined in the algorithm) is not
explored yet. Thus Condition (1) is not satisfied by maximality of the label of v in C. Since
v has at least 2 incident edges belonging to C (and these edges do not belong to V \ t), and
since all vertices adjacent to v through edges from C are labeled by hm(v)−1 by maximality
of the label of v, then condition (3) is not satisfied either. Additionally, these adjacent vertices
are connected to the pointed vertex by paths of t not going through v (because v has maximal
height), so that condition (2) is not satisfied either. This leads to a contradiction.
Now we want to show (C). We recall that Algorithm 1 performs a simple cycle on the
subset Ct of corners of m, which follows edges of a tree t (starting from ~ρm). This means
that at the last step of the algorithm all the edges incident to Vt are visited. Suppose that t is
not spanning. That means that there exists a vertex v ∈ Vm \Vt. In particular, this means
that the map m′′ = m \ (V \ t) is disconnected, because vertex v is in a different connected
component than Vt. Since a map m′′ is connected in the first step of the algorithm, this
means that there exists the smallest step i, when we added an edge to V but not to t and we
made a map m′′ disconnected. This is a contradiction with condition (2) from the algorithm.
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Similarly, condition (3) enforces that at the end of the algorithm the distance in t from the
vertex pm to an arbitrary vertex v coincides with its height hm(v). Indeed, it is enough to
notice that at each step of the algorithm the height in the map m′ coincides with the distance
from the pointed vertex p. Since at the last step of the algorithm the map m′ coincides with
t, the claim follows.
Finally, we are ready to conclude (D). Suppose t it is not the leftmost geodesic spanning
tree: t`(m) 6= t. Let ~c0 be the last common corner between t`(m) and t. Consider the step of
the algorithm when c = c0. By Remark 2 and Definition 3.2, either
(a) hm(~c′) = hm(~c) + 1 and e ∈ t`(m) but e /∈ t, or
(b) hm(~c′) = hm(~c)− 1 and e /∈ t`(m) but e ∈ t.
Case (a) is impossible because of condition (1). Suppose we are in case (b). Then either
condition (2) or (3) is satisfied, which is a contradiction with the fact that t`(m) ⊂ m′′, while
t`(m) is a geodesic spanning tree.
This concludes the proof. 
3.2. Blossoming unicellular maps. A map m is unicellular if it has a unique face. Note
that a tree is unicellular. We call tour corners the oriented corners that can be written as
~θim(~ρm) for some i ∈ N+. We denote t~Cm the set of tour corners of m. Note that for any
oriented corner ~c, t~Cm contains either ~c or ~c, but not both. This is a way of choosing a unique
orientation for each corner of a unicellular map. The tour index of a tour corner ~c ∈ t~Cm
is the minimum i ∈ N+ such that ~c = ~θim(~ρm). The tour order starting from the root (or
root order), denoted 4m, is the total order corresponding to the tour index. Note that the
root corner is the maximum corner for tour order. The tour order is the corresponding cyclic
order.
A blossoming mapm is a map with additional single (meaning that they are not matched to
another halfedge to form an edge) halfedges, called stems. We denote ~Csm the set of oriented
corners that are followed by a stem, and ~Cem the set of oriented corners that are followed by
an edge. The function em is not defined on ~Csm. The definition of the vertex rotation is not
impacted. Since a stem is not matched to another halfedge, we consider that the face rotation
of a corner of ~Csm is equal to its vertex rotation.
The interior map of a blossoming map m, denoted m◦, is the (non-blossoming) map ob-
tained from m by removing all its stems. The interior degree of a vertex v, denoted δ◦m(v),
is the degree of v in m◦. The blossoming degree of a vertex v, denoted δ′m(v), is the number
of stems adjacent to v. Note that the degree of a vertex is equal to the sum of its interior and
blossoming degree.
A blossoming map is bicolorable if any cycle in the graph of corners (induced by the
operations ~σm and ~θm) crosses an even number of halfedges (edges or stems). Note in partic-
ular that a bicolorable blossoming map is Eulerian, but again, unless the underlying surface
is a sphere, the converse is not necessarily true. Note also that each face of a bicolorable
blossoming map has an even number of stems.
In this paper, stems are oriented. Outgoing stems are called buds, while ingoing stems are
called leaves. We denote ~Cbm (resp. ~C
l
m) the set of oriented corners of m that are followed
by a bud (resp. by a leaf). From this point on, we require that a blossoming map has as many
buds as leaves. However, sometimes we will let a blossoming map to have different number
of buds then leaves and in this situation we will call it unbalanced blossoming map.
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The corner labeling of a unicellular blossoming map m is the unique function λm : Cm →
Z that satisfies the following properties:
(1)

λm(~ρm) = 0,
λm(~θm(~c)) = λm(~c), if ~c ∈ t~Cem,
λm(~θm(~c)) = λm(~c) + 1, if ~c ∈ t~Cbm,
λm(~θm(~c)) = λm(~c)− 1, if ~c ∈ t~Clm.
Note that the uniqueness of the previous definition comes from the fact that it can be com-
puted by a tour of the unique face starting from the root.
A corner labeling is a well-labeling if it satisfies the following additional properties:
(2)
{
λm(σm(c)) = λm(c)− 1, if c ∈ Cem and c 4m σm(c),
λm(σm(c)) = λm(c) + 1, if c ∈ Cem and σm(c) 4m c.
A well-blossoming map is a unicellular blossoming map whose corner labeling is a well-
labeling. Note that in particular, a well-blossoming map is bicolorable. We denote BS the set
of well-blossoming maps on a surface S.
A bud-rooted map is a well-blossoming map m such that ~ρm ∈ t~Cbm. We also say that such
a map is rooted on a bud. A corner labeling is non-negative if all labels are non-negative. A
well-rooted map is a well-blossoming map whose corner labeling is non-negative. Note that
a well-rooted map is necessarily bud-rooted. We denoteRS (resp. PS) the set of well-rooted
(resp. bud-rooted) maps on a surface S.
A stem is said to be black (resp. white) if the highest label adjacent to it is even (resp. odd).
The face is said to be black (resp. white) if its minimum label is even (resp. odd). A stem of
a bud-rooted map is rootable if it is either the root bud or a leaf.
The face-color-weight of a map m ∈ BS , denoted γfm, is defined as the couple (γf•m , γf◦m ),
where γf•m (resp. γ
f◦
m ) is the number of black (resp. white) leaves and face of m.
The rootable-stem-color-weight of a map m ∈ BS , denoted γrm, is defined as the couple
(γr•m , γ
r◦
m ), where γ
r•
m (resp. γ
r◦
m ) is the number of black (resp. white) rootable stems of m.
The colored multivariate generating series of BS , PS , andRS are defined by:
BS(z, x, y) :=
∑
m∈BS
zδ
v
mxγ
f•
m yγ
f◦
m ,
PS(z, x, y) :=
∑
m∈PS
zδ
v
mxγ
r•
m yγ
r◦
m ,
RS(z, x, y) :=
∑
m∈RS
zδ
v
mxγ
r•
m yγ
r◦
m .
The restriction of BS , PS , and RS to 4-valent maps are denoted B×S , P×S , and R×S . Their
bivariate generating function are defined by:
F×S (x, y) := F
×
S ((1)
N+ , x, y),
where F is either B, P or R.
Remark 3. We use the face-color-weight for maps of BS because this ensures that the opening
is a weight-preserving bijection, where the weight of the pointed vertex becomes the weight
of the face. However, in the subsequent parts of the paper, it appears that the rootable-stem-
color-weight is more convenient to manipulate. Note that, by definition, the face-color-weight
and the rootable-stem-color-weight of a map of RS coincide. This allows us, in the course
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Figure 3. (a): the map represented in Fig. 1(b), along with the leftmost geo-
desic tree of its dual. (b): the opening of the dual of the previous map.
of the paper, to switch from the face-color-weight for maps of BS (and RS), to the rootable-
stem-color-weight, for subsequent families of maps.
3.3. Opening of a map along a spanning tree. Let m be a bipartite pointed map, and t
a spanning tree of m. The opening of m along t, denoted Φ(m, t), is the blossoming map
obtained from m∗, the dual of m, by Algorithm 2. Furthermore, we call opening of m and
denote Φ`(m) := Φ(m, t`(m)), the opening of m along its leftmost geodesic tree. See Fig. 3
which shows how to obtain Φ`(m) from the map m from Fig. 1(a).
Lemma 3.4. Let m be a bipartite pointed map on a surface S. Then the opening of m,
o := Φ`(m), is a well-blossoming map on S; the face-weight of m is equal to the vertex-
weight of o: δfm = δ
v
o ; and the vertex-color-weight of m is equal to the face-color-weight of
o: γvm = γ
f
o .
Moreover, if m is root-pointed, then o is well-rooted.
Proof. Let m be a bipartite pointed map on a surface S, t := t`(m) be the leftmost geodesic
tree of m, and u := Φ`(m) be the opening of m.
• Similarly to Lemma 3.3, we can prove that this algorithm terminates and performs a
simple cycle on corners of m∗, which follows edges not in t∗. Furthermore, condition
(1) ensures that this cycle is exactly the dual of the cycle performed in Algorithm 1.
By consequence, all corners are visited and the resulting map, which is the comple-
ment of the dual of a tree, is unicellular and cellularly embedded in S.
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Algorithm 2 the opening algorithm.
Input: A pointed map m and a spanning tree t.
Output: The opening of m along t, denoted o := Φ(m, t).
Set o = m∗, the dual of m, and denote t∗ the dual of t
~c← ~ρm
repeat
if ~c ∈ ~Ceo then . ~c is followed by an edge in o
set e← eo(~c)
if (1) e /∈ t∗ then
~c← ~θo(~c) . we keep e and continue the tour
else . we disconnect the edge so as to create 2 stems
remove e from o
if (2) hm(vm(σm(~c))) = hm(vm(~c)) + 1 then
add a bud in o after ~c
add a leaf in o before ~θm∗(~c)
else
add a leaf in o after ~c
add a bud in o before ~θm∗(~c)
end if
end if
else . ~c is followed by a stem in o
~c← ~θo(~c) . we continue the tour
end if
until ~c = ~ρo
return o
• To each corner ~c of o we associate the label hm(vm(~c))−hm(vm(~ρm)). Condition (2)
ensures that this labeling satisfies Eq. (1), so that it coincides with the corner labeling
of o.
• Condition (1) of Algorithm 1 ensures that any edge em(~c) not in t satisfies hm(θm(~c)) =
hm(~c)−1, so that the corner labeling of o satisfies Eq. (2) and is hence a well-labeling.
• If m is root-pointed, then hm(vm(~ρm)) = 0. Thus for any v ∈ Vm label hm(v) −
hm(vm(~ρm)) = hm(v) is non-negative, so that o is well-rooted.
• The degree of the vertices of m∗ and o are the same. Every time we remove a black
(resp. white) face out of o during the algorithm, we add a black (resp. white) bud
into o.

3.4. Closing a unicellular blossoming map. Let u ∈ BS be a well-blossoming map on a
surface S. The closure of u, denoted Ψ(u), is the bipartite pointed map of S obtained by the
following procedure:
(1) match stems by pairs bud/leaf in the following recursive way: match a bud with a leaf
if there is no unmatched stem between the bud and the leaf, for the cyclic tour order.
(2) merge each pair of stems into a single edge.
(3) all corners of minimum label are now in the same face; mark this face.
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(4) take the dual of the map so obtained; the pointed vertex is the dual of the previously
marked face.
The matching procedure matches all stems. Furthermore, the order in which matchings are
done does not affect subsequent matchings. This (in addition to step (3)) can be easily seen
in the following alternative way of deciding the stem matching:
(1) represent the sequence of stems in tour order starting from the root by a unidimen-
sional walk: a bud is represented by an upstep and a leaf by a downstep.
(2) a bud corresponding to an upstep b going from height i to height i + 1 is matched
with the leaf corresponding either to the first downstep after b that goes from height
i+ 1 to height i (if it exists) or either to the first downstep of the walk that goes from
height i + 1 to height i, otherwise (the existence of such a step comes from the fact
that there are as many buds as leaves).
Lemma 3.5. Let u ∈ BS be a well-blossoming map on a surface S. Then the closure of u,
m := Ψ(u), is a bipartite pointed map on S; the face-weight of m is equal to the vertex-
weight of u: δfm = δ
v
u; and the vertex-color-weight of m is equal to the face-color-weight of
u: γvm = γ
f
u .
Moreover, if u is well-rooted, then m is root-pointed.
Proof. Let u ∈ BS be a well-blossoming map on a surface S , and m := Ψ(u) be the closure
of u. The vertex-weight of u is not modified when merging stems, so that it is equal to the
face-weight of m.
Note (recursively) that if we merge pairs of stems in the order in which they are decided in
step (1), the labels of the corners of the root face satisfy Eq. (1), while for any other face f ,
the labels of corners of f are all the same. We label in m the dual vertex of f by this common
label, minus the minimum of all corner labels of u.
Because u is well-blossoming, the labels of any two adjacent vertices of m differ by 1,
which implies that m is bicolorable, and that the labeling of any vertex is smaller or equal to
its height. Additionally, let v ∈ Vm be a vertex of m different from pm. The corresponding
face was created by merging together 2 stems into an edge e. The neighbour of v inm along e
has label 1 less than v. Iteratively, this ensures the existence of a path from v to ρm of length
equal to the label of v. This suffices to prove that that the labeling of m actually coincide
with the height labeling.
As a consequence, merging black (resp. white) bud with a leaf creates a black (resp. white)
face in m. Furthermore, if u is well-rooted, ~ρu ends up in the face with minimum label, so
that m is root-pointed. 
3.5. Opening and closure are inverse bijections.
Lemma 3.6. Let u be a well-blossoming map. Then the opening of the closure of u is u itself:
Φ`(Ψ(u)) = u.
Proof. Let u ∈ BS be a well-blossoming map on a surface S , and m := Ψ(u) be the closure
of u.
We denote s the set of edges of m that are dual to those created from u by merging 2
stems. Since u is unicellular, s is a spanning tree of m. Since the height and the height in
s of vertices of m coincide (see the proof of Lemma 3.5), s is geodesic. Furthermore, the
sequence of corners in a tour of s in m corresponds exactly to a tour of the face of u.
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Suppose that s is not the leftmost geodesic tree of m. This means there exists a corner
~c such that the tours of s and t`(m) coincide up to ~c, but differ on the next edge (meaning
in particular that the other extremity of the next edge comes later in the tour). Either of the
following occurs:
• hm(θm(~c)) = hm(~c) + 1, and em(~c) ∈ t`(m), but ~c ∈ ~Ceu. This implies that
hu(σu(~c)) = hu(~c) + 1, which is a contradiction with the fact that the corner labeling
of u is a well-labeling.
• hm(θm(~c)) = hm(~c)− 1, and em(~c) /∈ t`(m), but ~c ∈ ~Csu. Note that these conditions
actually imply that ~c ∈ ~Clu. The merging of the leaf l following ~c with its matched
bud b divides u into two faces, a face fρ that contains the root, and a face f0 that
contains the lowest label. Since t`(m) is spanning, it contains an edge e going from
fρ to f0. Let ~c′ be the first corner adjacent to e in the tour of t`(m); since ~c′ ∈ fρ
and Lemma 3.3 coincides with the tour of u up to ~c, ~c′ comes after b in the tour of u.
Since t`(m) is geodesic, we have hm(θ(~c′)) = hm(vm(c′))− 1. By consequence, the
higher-label side of the edge dual to e is visited after its other side in the tour of u,
which is a contradiction with u being well-blossoming.
By consequence, s is the leftmost geodesic tree of m and the tour of the face of u corre-
sponds to the tour of corners of m performed in Algorithm 2. Condition (1) of Algorithm 2
implies immediately that the interior of u corresponds to the interior of Φ`(m). Since the
opening and closing algorithms also preserve the labels of corners, and the orientation of
stems only depends of their adjacent labels, this is enough to conclude that u = Φ`(m). 
Lemma 3.7. Let m be a bipartite pointed map. Then the closure of the opening of m is m
itself: Ψ(Φ`(u)) = u.
Proof. Let m be a bipartite pointed map, and u := Φ`(m) its opening. Condition (1) of
Algorithm 2 ensures that the tour of corners in Algorithm 2 corresponds to the tour of the
face of u. Additionally, the labels of these corners remain the same throughout the opening.
The matching of stems can be made in reverse order of creation in Algorithm 2. Indeed,
consider a pair of stems (s1, s2) created by Algorithm 2 recursively (s1 is created at the
current position in the tour, and s2 corresponds to the other extremity of the former edge) and
suppose that all subsequently created pairs of stems can be matched together in the closure
algorithm. If condition (2) is satisfied at the creation of (s1, s2), then s1 is a bud and s2 a
leaf, and after the merging of already performed matchings, s2 comes directly after s1 in tour
order, so that they are matched together by the closure. Now suppose that condition (2) is
not satisfied. This means that in the leftmost geodesic tree of m, the pointed vertex and the
root are not on the same side of the edge corresponding to (s1, s2). In particular, this means
that all the corners between s2 and s1 in tour order have label bigger than i (where the labels
surrounding s1 are i, i+ 1). By consequence, s1 and s2 are matched in the closure. 
Lemmas 3.4 to 3.7 imply the following theorem, stated in the introduction as Theorem 1.4:
Theorem 3.8. Let S be a surface, and n•, n◦, n1, n2, · · · be integers with finite sum.
The opening Φ` is a bijection between bipartite pointed maps of S with n• black vertices,
n◦ white vertices, and nk faces of degree 2k (for any k ∈ N+), and well-blossoming maps of
S with n• − 1 black buds, n◦ white buds, and nk vertices of degree 2k (for any k ∈ N+).
Moreover, Φ`(m) ∈ RS if and only if m is a root-pointed map.
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This implies the following equalities:
BP •S(x, y, z) = BS(x, y, z),
BPS(x, y, z) = RS(x, y, z).
3.6. An opening bijection for general maps. Corollary 3.9 is a direct corollary of Theo-
rem 3.8, in the special case where nk = 0 for all k 6= 2.
Corollary 3.9. Let S be a surface, and n•, n◦ be integers.
The opening Φ` is a bijection between bipartite root-pointed quadrangulations of S with
n• black vertices and n◦ white vertices, and well-rooted 4-valent maps of S with n•−1 black
buds and n◦ white buds.
This implies the following equality:
BPS (x, y) = R
×
S (x, y).
We now describe a well-known bijection on maps, attributed to Tutte, and sometimes called
quadrangulated map.
Let m be a map on a surface S. Then the quadrangulated map of m, denoted q(m), is the
map of S whose vertices are the faces and vertices of m, and whose edges are in a bijection
with corners of m in the following way: the edge of q(m) corresponding to a corner c of m
connects the vertices of q(m) corresponding to vm(c) and fm(c).
Theorem 3.10. Let S be a surface, and n•, n◦ be integers. Tutte’s operation is a bijection
between maps of S with n• vertices and n◦ faces and bipartite quadrangulations of S with
n• black vertices and n◦ white vertices, so that:
MS(x, y) = BPS (x, y).
This bijection is a classical result; see [Lep19b] for a short proof discussing the colored
weight. Therefore Theorem 3.10 applied to Corollary 3.9 implies the following corollary,
denoted Corollary 1.5 in the introduction:
Theorem 3.11. Let S be a surface, and n•, n◦ be integers. There is an explicit constructive
bijection between maps of S with n• vertices and n◦ faces and well-rooted 4-valent maps of
S with n• − 1 black buds and n◦ white buds.
This implies:
MS(x, y) = R×S (x, y).
4. DECOMPOSITION OF A UNICELLULAR MAP
We now proceed to the study of maps obtained by the opening algorithm. In the present
section, in a very similar manner to what was done in previous work by the second author
[Lep19a, Lep19b], we successively decompose maps into cores and schemes, following the
work of Chapuy, Marcus and Schaeffer [CMS09], while proceeding to two successive reroot-
ings.
Well-rooted maps of RS can be rerooted so as to obtain bud-rooted maps of PS . These
can in turn be pruned, so as to obtain bud-rooted cores, which can be rerooted into scheme-
rooted cores of CS . These 3 operations can be merged into a single one, whose enumerative
consequence is given in Lemma 4.7. A scheme-rooted cores of CS can be reduced to a labeled
scheme of LS , which in turn can be reduced to an unlabeled scheme of US .
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Figure 4. (a): A well-rooted map m. (b): The pruning of m.
In Section 4.1, we introduce the core and scheme of a unicellular blossoming map. In
Section 4.2 we describe the rerooting operation. In Section 4.3 we state the enumerative
consequence of the complete pruning procedure.
4.1. Core, scheme.
4.1.1. Interior core, interior scheme. Let S be a surface. A core of S is a unicellular map of
S with no vertex of interior degree 1. A scheme of S is a core of S with no vertex of interior
degree 2 (nor 1).
Let m be a (non-blossoming) unicellular map on a surface S. The interior core of m is
the core obtained from m by iteratively removing all vertices of degree 1 (and their adjacent
edge). Note that if S is a sphere, then the core of m is empty. A map can be seen as a core
on which are attached trees. By consequence, the operation of iteratively removing vertices
of degree 1 is also called pruning: retrieving the core just consists in cutting these trees.
Similarly, if c is a core, the interior scheme of c is the scheme obtained from c by iteratively
removing vertices of interior degree 2, and merging their 2 formerly adjacent edges. A core
can be seen as a scheme whose edges have been replaced by branches: sequences of vertices
of interior degree 2. A vertex of c is a scheme vertex if it is also a vertex of the scheme of c.
Note that a core in a projective plane is essentially a cycle, so that the scheme construction is
not defined in genus less than 1.
4.1.2. Blossoming core. In order to be able to deal with blossoming maps, the previous op-
erations have to be modified accordingly. Let m ∈ BS be a well-blossoming map of S. The
map m is made of the core of its interior map, onto which are attached some stems and some
trees. The core of m, denoted c(m), is obtained by the pruning process, which consists in
replacing each of these trees by a leaf if the tree does not contain the root, and by a bud
otherwise, so as to obtain a well-blossoming map. This amounts to cutting the edge between
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the core and the tree and keeping the dangling halfedge, with adequate orientation. Note that
the labels of the corners that belongs both to m and to c(m) are the same in m and in c(m).
If ρm is a corner of c(m), then it is also set to be the root of c(m). Otherwise, the root of
c(m) is set to be the corner directly preceding the bud created by removing the tree of m that
contains ρm. Note also that after this procedure all the vertices of c(m) have interior degree
at least equal to 2.
We denote T the set of trees that can be cut from a core in the pruning process, so as to
obtain a leaf. These trees can be empty, in case the original map already had a leaf on its core.
Otherwise, they are bud-rooted trees that can be described as follows: they are plane trees
with deg(v)− 2 buds attached to each internal vertex v, and whose leaf vertices are replaced
by leaf stems.
We denote T•(z, x, y) the generating series of trees of T with the weight it would have if it
had been removed from a map so as to create a black leaf in the core. Note for instance that
the weight of the empty tree in T•(z, x, y) is x. The generating series T◦(z, x, y) is defined by
T◦(z, x, y) := T•(z, y, x). We define T 1· := T·(z, x, y), T
−1
· := T·(z, y, x), where · ∈ {•, ◦}.
Lemma 4.1. The series T◦ and T• are related by the following equations:

T• = x+
∑
k≥1
(
zk ·
∑
i1+···+ik≤k−1
∏
1≤j≤k
T
(−1)
j−1+ ∑
1≤l≤j
il
•
)
,
T◦ = y +
∑
k≥1
(
zk ·
∑
i1+···+ik≤k−1
∏
1≤j≤k
T
(−1)
j−1+ ∑
1≤l≤j
il
◦
)
.
Proof. Indeed, let t ∈ T \ {∅} be a non-empty tree. Let 2k, with k ∈ N∗, denote the degree
of its root vertex v; this means that the interior degree of v is equal to k, and that v has k − 1
buds other than the root bud attached to it. Let ij denotes the number of buds between the
j− 1-th and the j-th edge attached to v. Then i1 + · · ·+ ik ≤ k− 1, and the value of this sum
uniquely determines the value of ik+1. Moreover, let ci be the label at the end of the tour of
the i-th branch attached to v. Then the parities of cj and cj+1 are the same if and only if ij+1
is odd. This analysis explains the form of the generating series for T• and T◦. 
Because of Corollary 3.9 we are especially interested in enumerating 4-valent blossoming
trees, whose generating function is given by
T×• (z•, z◦) := T•(0, 1, 0, . . . ; z•, z◦).
The series T×◦ and T
×
• are related by the following equations, obtained by specializing
Lemma 4.1: {
T×• = z• + (T
×
• )
2 + 2T×◦ T
×
• ,
T×◦ = z◦ + (T
×
◦ )
2 + 2T×◦ T
×
• .
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4.1.3. Blossoming scheme. Let l be an unlabeled blossoming map. A decent labeling of l is
a labeling λ on Cl which satisfies the following conditions:
λ(~ρl) = 0,
λ(σl(~c)) = λ(~c) + 1, if ~c ∈ t~Cbl ,
λ(σl(~c)) = λ(~c)− 1, if ~c ∈ t~Cll,
λ(σl(y~c)) = λ(~c)− 1, if ~c ∈ t~Cel and c 4l σs(~c),
λ(σl( ~c)) = λ(~c)− 1, if ~c ∈ t ~Cel and c 4l σs( ~c).
A labeling that satisfies all this condition but the first is called almost decent.
A labeled scheme l is a bud-rooted unbalanced scheme (that is l◦ is a scheme) decorated
with a decent labeling. Note that a decent labeling does not necessarily satisfy λ(θl(~c)) =
λ(c) for ~c ∈ t~Cel , so that it may not coincide with the corner labeling. However, this deco-
rative labeling overrides the usual canonical corner labeling, so that we simply denote it λl
and sometimes refer to it as the corner labeling. The set of labeled schemes on a surface S is
denoted LS .
A scheme-rooted core is a bud-rooted core whose root vertex is a scheme vertex. Let c
be a scheme-rooted core. The scheme of c is the labeled scheme s(c) ∈ LS defined as the
interior scheme of c, with the same root corner, and the same corner labels. Since c is scheme-
rooted, in a tour of its face starting from the root, each side of a branch is visited all at once.
By consequence, the root order of corners of s(c) coincide in s(c) and in c, and the corner
labeling of s(c) is decent. This confirms that s(c) do belong to LS . See Fig. 7(b) which
illustrates the scheme of the scheme-rooted core c from Fig. 5(b).
4.1.4. Unlabeled scheme. We extend the labeling λl of the corners of a labeled scheme l to
its vertices: the height of a vertex v ∈ Vl, denoted λhl (v), is defined by:
λhl (v) = min
c∈Cl
vl(c)=vl(c)
λl(c).
We also define a new corner labeling on l called relative labeling, denoted λrl :
λrl (c) := λl(c)− λhl (vl(c)).
Note that:
• the difference of relative labels around a vertex correspond to the difference of corner
labels,
• the minimum relative label incident to a vertex is always 0 by definition,
• the relative labeling of a labeled or unlabeled scheme is almost decent.
We call unlabeled scheme the map obtained from a labeled scheme by forgetting its height
function, and its corner labeling (an example is given in Fig. 8). Note that all labeled schemes
having the same unlabeled scheme have the same relative labeling, so that unlabeled schemes
naturally have a relative labeling too. The set of unlabeled schemes of a surface S is denoted
US .
The relative type of a halfedge of a scheme (labeled or unlabeled) is the minimum relative
label adjacent to that halfedge. The relative type of a vertex is the maximum relative type of
a halfedge incident to this vertex.
4.2. Rerooting.
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4.2.1. Virtually-rooted maps. In order to ensure that a labeled scheme always have a decent
labeling, we only attributed a scheme to scheme-rooted cores. In the process of decomposing
the opening of a map into a map, we hence need a tool that transforms a well-rooted map into
a scheme-rooted one. We recall that a stem of a bud-rooted map is rootable if it is either the
root bud or a leaf. In the next section, we will describe a way to reroot a bud-rooted map on
any rootable stem. We would like to apply this procedure on a scheme leaf of the core, so as
to obtain a scheme-rooted core.
In the orientable case, the second author showed in [Lep19a] that a core always has at least
one rootable scheme stem, so that the previous strategy is indeed possible. However, this is
not true anymore in the case of non-orientable surfaces, and this leads us to define a different
rerooting operation by introducing a notion of virtual stems.
A virtually-rooted map is a bud-rooted map m with two marked buds: the one following
~ρm, and the one preceding ~ρm; and such that ~σ(~ρm) /∈ tCbm and ~σ−1(~ρm) /∈ tCbm. In other
words, ~ρm is surrounded by exactly 2 buds. Those 2 marked buds are called virtual. Virtual
buds have no color, and are not taken into account in the weight of a map, nor in the degree of
a vertex. The virtual degree of a vertex is the degree of that vertex when taking into account
its virtual stems.
From now on, C, L and U denote the sets of (virtually-rooted or not) scheme-rooted cores,
labeled schemes, and unlabeled schemes.
4.2.2. Rerooting on a rootable stem. Let m be a bud-rooted map and s a rootable stem of m.
The rerooting of m on s, denoted Ω(m, s), is the map obtained from m by changing the root
bud to a leaf, changing s to a bud, and setting the root of Ω(m, s) to be the corner preceding
s in tour order. The rerooting of a map does not change the status (real or virtual) of a stem.
Note that (if ρsm denote the root-bud of a bud-rooted map m) Ω(m, ρ
s
m) = m, and that for any
rootable stem s, Ω(Ω(m, s), ρsm) = m.
Lemma 4.2. The rerooting of a bud-rooted map on a rootable stem is a bud-rooted map.
Proof. Let m be a bud-rooted map, and s a rootable stem of m (different from the root). It is
clear that Ω(m, s) is rooted on a bud. Let us prove that it is well-blossoming.
There is a unique way to merge s and ρm into a single edge e to separate m into 2 faces .
We denote by fl the face which contains corners strictly smaller than s with respect to <m,
and fr the other one (see Fig. 5). The corner labeling of m and Ω(m, s) only depend on the
orientation of the stems. Suppose that the labels around s in m are i + 1, i. For any corner
c ∈ fl, we have λΩ(m,s)(c) = λm(c) − (i + 1), whereas for any corner c ∈ fr, we have
λΩ(m,s)(c) = λm(c)− i+ 1.
Let ~c be a corner of Cem, such that ~c 4m ~σm(~c), so that λm(σm(~c)) = λm(~c) − 1 because
m is well-blossoming. Suppose that both ~c and ~σm(~c) belong to the same face fl or fr. Then
we also have ~c 4Ω(m,s) ~σm(~c), and λΩ(m,s)(~σm(~c)) = λΩ(m,s)(~c) − 1. Suppose now that
~c ∈ fl, and ~σm(~c) ∈ fr. Then we have ~c <Ω(m,s) ~σm(~c), and λΩ(m,s)(~σm(~c)) − λΩ(m,s)(~c) =
−1−(−i+1)+(i+1) = 1. The second equation of Eq. (2) can be proved the same way. 
A stem s of a bud-rooted map m is well-rootable if the rerooting of m on s is well-rooted.
Lemma 4.3. Any bud-rooted map has exactly 2 well-rootable stems.
Proof. Let m be a bud-rooted, but not well-rooted map. Let −k be the minimum value of
the corner labeling of m. We denote ~c1 (resp. ~c2) the first corner (for root order) with label
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−k + 1 (resp. k). Note that ~c1 4m ~c2. Note also that both ~c1 and ~c2 are preceded by a leaf,
denoted l1 and l2, respectively.
A careful look at the evolution of labels on the faces fl and fr (defined in the proof of
Lemma 4.2) allows to prove that the rerooting of m on l1 or l2 is well-rooted, while the
rerooting of m on any other rootable stem is not well-rooted. The case when m is well-
rooted can be proved in a very similar way. 
4.2.3. Rerooting on a rootable corner. Let m be a (virtually-rooted or not) bud-rooted map.
A rootable corner of m is an oriented corner ~c ∈ tCm which is not adjacent to a non-rootable
stem. Let ~c be a rootable corner of m. The rerooting of m on ~c, denoted Ω(m,~c), is the map
m′ obtained from m by the following procedure:
• if ~c is followed by a rootable stem s, reroot m′ on s.
• if ~c is followed by an edge, then add two virtual stems in place of ~c: a bud b followed
by a leaf l; then reroot m′ on l.
• if m′ contains virtual stems not adjacent to the root corner, remove them.
Note that the fact that the virtual stems of a virtually rooted map m are not followed nor
preceded by a real bud ensures that, if ~c is a rootable corner of m, the corner ~cρ of Ω(m,~c)
that contains ρm is rootable, and that Ω(Ω(m,~c),~cρ) = m. Note also that if m is virtually-
rooted, ~σm(~ρm) is rootable and Ω(m,~σm(~ρm)) = m.
Lemma 4.4. The rerooting of a (virtually-rooted or not) bud-rooted map m on a rootable
corner ~c is either a virtually-rooted bud-rooted map if ~c ∈ tCem, or a real bud-rooted map if
~c ∈ tCsm.
Proof. This is clear if m is not virtually-rooted. Suppose m is virtually-rooted. If ~c ∈ tCem,
then after the second step, m′ is a bud-rooted map with 4 virtual stems: 2 virtual buds around
the root corner of m′, and a bud followed by a leaf around ~ρm. Hence removing these 2
virtual stems in the third step does not mess up with labels, and the resulting map m′ is
well-blossoming, and hence bud-rooted. The other case is similar. 
Lemma 4.5. Any bud-rooted map has exactly 2 well-rootable stems, and these are real.
Proof. Any well-blossoming map has as many buds as leaves. In particular, a virtually-rooted
map m has at least one real rootable stem. Applying Lemma 4.3 on the rerooting of m on a
real rootable stem implies that m has exactly 2 real well-rootable stem. Since ρm is preceded
by a bud, the root-bud is not well-rootable, which concludes the proof. 
4.2.4. Unrooted maps. Two bud-rooted map are said to be root-equivalent if they can be
obtained one from another by a rerooting-on-a-rootable-corner operation. We call unrooted
map of m and denote m the equivalence class of m for root-equivalence. Equivalently, the
unrooted map of m is the map obtained from m by forgetting the root corner, forgetting the
virtual corners, forgetting which stems are buds or leaves, and instead recalling which real
stems are rootable or not. Note that m can be recovered from m just by the choice of a
rootable corner of m.
The unrooted scheme associated to a well-rooted map m ∈ R is the unrooted map of the
unlabeled scheme of the rerooting on a scheme rootable corner of the pruned map ofm. Let s
be an unrooted scheme. We denoteRs (resp. Cs) the set of maps ofR (resp. C) that have s as
an unrooted scheme, andMs the set of maps whose opening have s as an unrooted scheme.
We also denote Cl (resp. Cs) the set of maps of C that have l as a labeled scheme (resp. s
as an unlabeled scheme), for l ∈ L and s ∈ U .
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Figure 5. (a): another representation of the core represented in Fig. 4(b).
(b): the rerooting of the previous core on a scheme rootable corner. In red,
the merging of the two special stems, and the two special faces (see the proof
of Lemma 4.2). This is a virtually-rooted scheme-rooted core, whose virtual
stems are represented in blue.
4.3. The shortcut algorithm. The pruning and rerooting operations can be merged into a
single operation, referred to as the shortcut algorithm in [Lep19a, Lep19b], although these
previous works did not use virtual stems. A decorated core is a core c ∈ C along with both a
sequence of trees (Ts) indexed by real rootable stems of c, and an integer ε ∈ {1, 2}.
The shortcut algorithm consists in the following operations:
• take a non virtually-rooted well-rooted map m with a marked rootable scheme cor-
ner ~c.
• set ε to be the integer such that ρm is the ε-th well-rootable stem in the facial order
starting from ~c.
• perform the pruning algorithm, and keep the removed trees as decoration indexed by
the rootable stem they were cut from.
• reroot the map on ~c.
The inverse shortcut algorithm consists in the following operations:
• take a decorated scheme core (c, (Ts), ε).
• set m to be the map obtained from c by gluing each tree Ts on the corresponding
rootable stem s.
• reroot m on the ε-th rootable stem in the facial order starting from the root.
• mark the corner of m that contains ρc
Theorem 4.6. The shortcut algorithm is a bijection between non virtually-rooted well-rooted
maps with a marked rootable scheme corner having unrooted scheme s, and decorated cores
having unrooted scheme s.
Proof. • Lemma 4.3 ensures that ε ∈ {1, 2}, so that the shortcut algorithm produces a
correct decorated core.
• Lemma 4.5 ensures that the inverse shortcut algorithm is a non virtually-rooted well-
rooted map with a marked rootable scheme.
• It is clear that the two algorithms are inverse one of another, and that they preserve
the unrooted scheme.

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Lemma 4.7. The shortcut algorithm yields, for any unrooted unlabeled scheme s:
Rs(z, x, y) =
CG#s (T•, T◦)
nrs
,
where CG#s (T•, T◦) := Cs(T•, T◦) +Cs(T◦, T•), and nrs denote the number of rootable corners
of s.
Proof. The proof of the real orientable case of Lemma 4.7 given in [Lep19b] can be directly
extended to this setup. 
5. THE 4-VALENT CASE
We now restrict our study to the case of 4-valent maps, which are known by Theorem 3.10
to be in bijection with general maps. In this setup, the generating series can be studied more
easily, as we are able to express the decomposition of cores into schemes by representing
branches by decorated Motzkin paths, and to study in detail the combinatorial structure of
schemes.
In Section 5.1, we introduce some series of decorated paths, and state a lemma that will be
useful to express the rationality of a series written as a function of these decorated Motzkin
paths series. In Section 5.2, we describe the decomposition of a core into a scheme whose
edges are decorated with Motzkin paths, and its enumerative consequences. In Section 5.3,
we study in more detail the structure of schemes, and in particular the form of their offset
graph. This part displays an important structural difference between orientable and non-
orientable maps. Our ultimate goal is to describe certain rationality results of the generating
functions of maps with a given underlying unlabeled scheme, which will substantially refine
Theorem 1.3. Since our studies of the structure of schemes in the case of arbitrary surfaces
presented in Section 5.3 are already long and complicated, we decided to postpone our ul-
timate goal for the future work. Nevertheless, we will already show in Section 6 how we
can use our structural results from Section 5.3 to prove a rationality result for the generating
function of maps whose underlying unlabeled scheme does not contain offset cycles other
than loops. This result extends the recent result of the second author [Lep19a].
5.1. Motzkin paths. A Motzkin walk w of length ` is a finite sequence of steps w1, . . . , w`,
where wi ∈ {−1, 0, 1}, for 1 ≤ i ≤ `. A step ωi is called horizontal, up or down if it is equal
to 0, +1 or −1, respectively. For 1 ≤ k ≤ `, the height at time k is equal to∑ki=1wi and the
height of the k-th step is the height at time k − 1 (the height of the 1-st step is equal to 0 by
convention). The increment of w is the height at time `. A Motzkin bridge is a Motzkin walk
whose increment is equal to 0. A primitive Motzkin walk is a Motzkin walk with increment
−1 and such that the height of each step is non-negative.
We introduce D•, D◦ and B as the following generating series:
D•(t•, t◦) =
∑
w primitive Motzkin
(2(t• + t◦))h(w)te(w)• t
o(w)
◦
D◦(t•, t◦) =
∑
w primitive Motzkin
(2(t• + t◦))h(w)te(w)◦ t•
o(w)
B(t•, t◦) =
∑
w Motzkin bridges
(2(t• + t◦))h(w)te(w)• t
o(w)
◦ ,
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where h(w), o(w) and e(w), denote the number of horizontal steps, non-horizontal steps with
odd height (called odd steps) and non-horizontal steps with even height (called even steps),
in w.
As proved in [Lep19b], the series B, D• and D◦ satisfy the following symmetry equations:
B(t•, t◦) = B(t◦, t•),
t•D◦ = t◦D•,
and the following decomposition equations:
D• = t• + 2(t• + t◦)D• + t• ·D◦D•,
D◦ = t◦ + 2(t• + t◦)D◦ + t◦ ·D•D◦,
B = 1 + 2(t• + t◦)B + 2t• ·D◦B.
We hence denote D := D•
t• =
D◦
t◦ . The previous equations imply the following properties:
t◦ =
1
D• + 2
(
D•
D◦ + 1
)
+ 1
D◦
,(3)
t• =
1
D◦ + 2
(
D◦
D• + 1
)
+ 1
D•
,
D =
1− 2(t• + t◦)−
√
(1− 2t• − 2t◦)2 − 4t•t◦
2t•t◦
,
B =
1
1
D
− t•t◦D =
1√
(1− 2t• − 2t◦)2 − 4t•t◦
.
A function F (x, y) is ‖-symmetric (resp. ‖-antisymmetric) if for any x, y, F (x, y) =
F ( 1
x
, 1
y
) (resp. F (x, y) = −F ( 1
x
, 1
y
)). Note that B(D•, D◦) is ‖-antisymmetric and ratio-
nal in t•, t◦ and D, while t•( 1D• ,
1
D◦ ) = t◦.
The following theorem was stated and proved in [Lep19b], and is the bivariate generaliza-
tion of [CMS09, Lemma 9].
Lemma 5.1. Let f be a symmetric function and writeF for the function such thatF (D◦, D•) =
f(t◦, t•). Then F is also symmetric.
Moreover, the two following properties are equivalent:
(1) f is a rational function,
(2) F is a rational function and is ‖-symmetric.
5.2. Branches as Motzkin paths. We orient each edge of a scheme in such a way that it is
first visited backward in the tour starting from the root.
Each of the 6 types of vertex of interior degree 2 in a branch can be matched to a step
(see Fig. 6): an upstep (resp. downstep) for a vertex across which the labels increase (resp.
decrease) by 1 along the branch, and 4 types of horizontal step for vertices across which the
labels remain the same along the branch.
We denote Motzji the set of decorated Motzkin paths (where horizontal steps are decorated
by labels a, b, c or d) starting from height i and finishing at height j.
For i ≤ j, we also denote:
∆ji (x, y) := x
|[i,j[∩(2Z)|y|[i,j[∩(2Z+1)|.
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Figure 6. An illustration of the different types of branch vertices. The purple
arrow represent the orientation of the edge, while the brown arrows represent
the orientation of the corners in the facial tour. The first lines corresponds to a
backward branch, while the second represents a forward branch. The last line
is the Motzkin step encoding the vertex in the decomposition of a core into a
scheme.
Let l be a labeled scheme. If the halfedge at the origin (resp. destination) of an edge e
of l has labels i + 1, i (resp. j + 1, j), we say that this edge has height at the origin i (resp.
height at the destination j) and write λ0l (e) = i (resp. λ
1
l (e) = j). The edge e is said to be
increasing (resp. decreasing) if λ0l (e) ≤ λ1l (e) (resp. λ0l (e) > λ1l (e)). An edge is said to be
backward (resp. forward) if it is not (resp. it is) followed twice in the same direction in the
tour of the face starting from the root. The set of increasing backward, decreasing backward,
increasing forward, and decreasing forward edges of l are denoted E↗l , E
↘
l , E
↖
l , and E
↙
l .
We denote Srsl the set of real rootable stems of l. We say that a rootable stem s which has
labels i+ 1, i has height i, and denote λl(s) = i.
A decorated labeled scheme is a labeled scheme, along with a sequence (We)e∈El of
Motzkin paths, indexed by edges of l, such that each path We ∈ Motzλ
1
l (e)
λ0l (e)
goes from height
λ0l (e) to height λ
1
l (e).
Lemma 5.2. There is a bijection between scheme-rooted cores, and decorated labeled schemes.
This bijection yields, for any labeled scheme l:
Cl(t•, t◦) =
∏
s∈Srsl
∆
λl(s)+1
λl(s)
(t◦, t•) ·
∏
e∈E↗l
B ·∆λ1l (e)
λ0l (e)
(D•, D◦) ·
∏
e∈E↘l
B ·∆λ0l (e)
λ1l (e)
(D◦, D•)
·
∏
e∈E↖l
B ·∆λ1l (e)
λ0l (e)
(D,D) ·
∏
e∈E↙l
B ·∆λ0l (e)
λ1l (e)
(t◦t•D, t◦t•D),
where D := D•
t• =
D◦
t◦ .
An illustration of the aforementioned bijection is given in Fig. 7.
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Figure 7. The bijection described in Lemma 5.2 applied to the blossoming
core represented in Fig. 5(b). The core (a), its labeled scheme (b), and the
Motzkin paths decorations (c) are successively represented.
Proof. The first part of the statement is rather clear. Indeed, let c be a scheme-rooted core.
By performing a facial tour of c starting from the root, we visit some branches of c and some
scheme vertices. Note that for a given branch of c the edges belonging to this branch are either
all forward or all backward. Moreover, each vertex belonging to this branch has to be one of
those represented in Fig. 6. We therefore encode the sequence of the vertices of each branch
of c by the corresponding decorated Motzkin walk. Since the core c can be recovered from
solely its labeled scheme l and the Motzkin path associated to each edge of l, this establishes
the bijection of Lemma 5.2.
Let us compute Cl(t•, t◦). By definition:
Cl(t•, t◦) =
∑
c∈Cl
tγ
r•
c• t
γr◦c◦
=
∏
s∈Srsl
∆
λl(s)+1
λl(s)
(t◦, t•) ·
∏
e∈E↗l
∑
We∈Motz
λ1
l
(e)
λ0
l
(e)
We(t•, t◦) ·
∏
e∈E↘l
∑
We∈Motz
λ1
l
(e)
λ0
l
(e)
We(t•, t◦)
·
∏
e∈E↖l
∑
We∈Motz
λ1
l
(e)
λ0
l
(e)
We(t•, t◦) ·
∏
e∈E↙l
∑
We∈Motz
λ1
l
(e)
λ0
l
(e)
We(t•, t◦),
where We(t•, t◦) is the generating function of decorated Motzkin paths that can be associated
to the edge e, with rootable-stem-color-weight. We now proceed to analyze the expression
We(t•, t◦) in four different cases: e ∈ E↗l ,E↘l ,E↖l , and e ∈ E↙l .
First of all, each We ∈ Motzji can be uniquely decomposed as a concatenation of one
(decorated) Motzkin bridge and |j − i| (decorated) primitive Motzkin walks, and translated
such that it starts at height i. Indeed, if i ≤ j, we consider its reverse version in which
we inverse the order of steps and we decompose it by taking the longest possible walk from
height j to height j − 1, which stays strictly above height j − 1; then the longest possible
walk from height j − 1 to height j − 2, which stays strictly above height j − 2; and so on,
until we reach level i and the rest gives us a Motzkin bridge starting and ending at height i.
Let e ∈ El be a backward edge, and let We ∈ Motzji . By analyzing Fig. 7 we can see
that a vertex corresponding to a non-horizontal step with odd (resp. even) height have weight
t• (resp. t◦). Moreover, out of 4, there are always exactly 2 decorated horizontal steps with
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Figure 8. A labeled scheme (a), its unlabeled scheme (b), and its offset
graph (c) (the offset edge is the purple oriented edge, the two non-oriented
orange edges are shifted edges).
weight t•, and 2 with weight t◦. If e ∈ E↗l , the decomposition of the reversed path of We
into primitive Motzkin walks and a final Motzkin bridge yields:∑
We∈Motz
λ1
l
(e)
λ0
l
(e)
We(t•, t◦) = B ·∆λ
1
l (e)
λ0l (e)
(D•, D◦).
Similarly, if e ∈ E↘l : ∑
We∈Motz
λ1
l
(e)
λ0
l
(e)
We(t•, t◦) = B ·∆λ
0
l (e)
λ1l (e)
(D◦, D•).
Now, let e ∈ El be a forward edge and letWe ∈ Motzji . Again, by analyzing Fig. 7, we can
see that a vertex corresponding to an upstep (resp. to a downstep) has weight 1 (resp. t•t◦).
Moreover, again, out of 4, there are always exactly 2 decorated horizontal steps with weight
t•, and 2 with weight t◦. If e ∈ E↖l , then recall that the inverse path of We is decomposed
into a sequence of primitive Motzkin walks, followed by a final Motzkin bridge. Since, in
a primitive Motzkin path, the difference between the numbers of downsteps and upsteps is
always equal to 1, and the last downstep should have weight 1, these paths are enumerated
by D. Similarly, Motzkin bridges have as many upsteps as downsteps and are enumerated by
B. This yields: ∑
We∈Motz
λ1
l
(e)
λ0
l
(e)
We(t•, t◦) = B ·∆λ
1
l (e)
λ0l (e)
(D,D).
Again, a similar analysis for the case e ∈ E↙l yields:∑
We∈Motz
λ1
l
(e)
λ0
l
(e)
We(t•, t◦) = B ·∆λ
0
l (e)
λ1l (e)
(t•t◦D, t•t◦D),
since in this case the last downstep of each primitive Motzkin walk should have weight t•t◦.
This concludes the proof. 
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5.3. Structure of the offset submap. We now study in more details the structure of a
scheme.
Theorem 5.3. An unlabeled scheme s ∈ U× (virtually rooted or not) has no vertex of relative
type more than 1.
Proof. Suppose that s is not virtually-rooted. Then the cyclic sequence of relative labels
around any vertex is either (0, 1, 0, 1) or (0, 1, 2, 1), in which cases these vertices have relative
type 0 or 1. Now suppose s is virtually-rooted. We obtain similarly that all non-root vertices
of s have relative type 0 or 1. The root bud of s has virtual degree 6. Since the 2 virtual
stems of s are not followed nor preceded by a bud, and the relative labeling of s is almost
decent, the cyclic sequence of relative labels around the root vertex, starting from the root, is
necessarily of the form (1, 2, 1, ε, 1, 0), where ε is either 0 or 1, so that in any case, the root
vertex has relative type 1. 
An edge of l is said to be balanced (resp. shifted) if it is made of halfedges of relative type
0 (resp. of type 1). An edge uv is said to be offset toward v if the halfedge u has relative type
0 and the halfedge v has relative type 1. The offset graph of l is the directed graph made of
the offset edges of l. An offset cycle is an oriented cycle of the offset graph. An offset loop is
an offset cycle of length 1 (see Fig. 8).
It was proved in [Lep19a] that any (non-virtually-rooted) unlabeled scheme on an ori-
entable surface has no offset cycle. Using this acyclicity, it was proved [Lep19a, Lep19b]
that the series of cores having a given scheme with no offset cycle is rational (both in the
univariate and bivariate setups), which is a stronger property than the general case expressed
in [AG00]. We generalize the aforementioned result to non-orientable schemes by studying
the structure of the offset graph of a scheme in an arbitrary surface. Our result can be inter-
preted as a combinatorial explanation of the reason why the series Cs is rational in the case
of orientable maps, but not in the general case.
Theorem 5.4. Let s ∈ U×S be an unlabeled scheme of a surface S.
• Any offset cycle of s has length at most 2, and consists of consecutive forward edges
in the tour of s. In particular, an orientable labeled scheme has no offset cycle.
• Additionally, all these cycles are pairwise disjoint and the total length of cycles in the
offset graph of any labeled scheme is at most equal to 2 · gS .
We deduce Theorem 5.4 from a stronger result which works for a larger class of maps
called special 4-valent maps M˜×S . We say that l is a special labeled 4-valent map and write
l ∈ L˜×S if l is a bud-rooted 4-valent map equipped with a decent labeling such that
• every non-root vertex of type 1 and internal degree at least 2 is adjacent to at most
one bud,
• if l is not scheme-rooted, then it is not virtually rooted either.
We call special unlabeled 4-valent map the map obtained from a special labeled 4-valent map
by forgetting its height function, and its corner labeling. Note that clearly U×S ⊂ M˜×S .
Lemma 5.5. Let s ∈ M˜×S be a special unlabeled 4-valent map scheme of a surface S. The
first visited offset cycle C of s can only be of the form presented in Fig. 9 (please, disregard
the colors of the vertices and edges for the moment). In particular, C consists of consecutive
forward edges and has length `(C) at most 2.
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Figure 9. All the possible types of the first visited offset cycle in special 4-
valent maps. ~ρ denotes the root corner, while the tour order of corners denoted
by latin letters coincides with the latin alphabet order. Corner ~c is the same as
in the proof of Lemma 5.5.
Proof. Assume that there exists a simple cycle in the offset graph and let C denote the first
visited offset cycle of s. Notice that all the vertices of type 0 have indegree 0 in the off-
set graph, therefore all the edges belonging to C connect only vertices of type 1. We set
terminology used in this proof:
• e is the first edge of C visited in the tour of s;
• ~c is the first visited corner adjacent to e;
• v1 := vs(~c) is the vertex to which ~c is incident;
• v2 := vs(~θs(~c));
• in the case when v ∈ Vs is not the virtual root vertex we denote by ~cf (v) the first
visited corner in the tour of s adjacent to v. Otherwise ~cf (v) is the first visited corner
adjacent to the virtual root vertex v after visiting ~ρs and ~θs(~ρs) in the tour of s.
Since λrs is a decent-labeling then:
(4) λrs (~cf (v)) = λ
r
s
(
σ−1s (~cf (v))
)
+ 1 =
{
λrs (σs(~cf (v)))− 1 if e (σs(~cf (v))) is a bud,
λrs (σs(~cf (v))) + 1 otherwise.
.
Our proof strategy is to check various properties of the cycle C by searching the tree–style
diagram presented in Fig. 10 below. Exploring the whole diagram ensures that we have
checked all the possibilities. The proof is rather involved so in order to help the reader
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Figure 10. Successive steps in the proof of Lemma 5.5.
understand successive steps of the proof we enumerated them by (i)–(ix) and highlighted in
grey in Fig. 10. Here are the steps we are going to prove:
(i) We first consider the case when h(~c) is of type 0. Then ~cf (v1) can be one of the fol-
lowing corners ~σs( ~c), ~σs( ~c) or ~σ2s( ~c). The case deg(vs(~c)) = 4 is shown in Fig. 11(a)
and the case deg(vs(~c)) = 6 is shown in Fig. 11(b).
(ii) On the other hand ~cf (v1) cannot be equal to any of the corners ~σs( ~c), ~σs( ~c), ~σ2s( ~c).
(iii) We now consider the case when h(~c) is of type 1, when `(C) = 1 and deg(vs(~c)) = 4.
We show that ~θs(~c) can be either ~σ−1s (~c), or ~σs(~c). In the first case C is presented in
Fig. 9(a). In the second one either cf (v1) = ~c and necessarily C has the form as
displayed in Fig. 9(b) or cf (v1) 6= ~c and then C has the form as displayed in Fig. 9(c).
(iv) When h(~c) is of type 1, `(C) = 1, deg(vs(~c)) = 6 and λrs(~σ
3(~ρs)) = 0 then neces-
sarily ~c = ~σs(~ρ) and ~θs(~c) is either ~σ2s(~ρs), ~σ
4
s(~ρs), or ~σ
4
s(~ρs). In the first case C is
presented in Fig. 9(e), in the second one in Fig. 9(g) and in the last one in Fig. 9(d).
(v) When h(~c) is of type 1, `(C) = 1, deg(vs(~c)) = 6 and λrs(~σ
3(~ρs)) = 2 then neces-
sarily ~θs(~c) = ~σ4(~ρs) and ~c is either ~σs(~ρs), ~σ4s(~ρs), or ~σ
4
s(~ρs). In the first case C is
presented in Fig. 9(i), in the second one in Fig. 9(f) and in the last one in Fig. 9(h).
(vi) Now we have to check the case when h(~c) is of type 1 and `(C) > 1. Various possible
cases are shown in Fig. 12. In all these cases ~cf (vs(~θs(~c))) can be one of the following
corners ~σs(θs(~c))), ~σs(θs(~c))), ~σ2s(θs(~c))) or ~θs(~c).
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(vii) We need to check various possibilities for θ2`(C)−1s (~c). We show that when h(~c) is of
type 1 and `(C) > 1 then the case θ2`(C)−1s (~c) = ~σs(~c) is impossible.
(viii) Also, when h(~c) is of type 1, `(C) > 1 and deg(v1) = 6 then ~θ
2`(C)−1
s (~c) cannot be
equal to ~σ4s(~ρ).
(ix) The last possibility when h(~c) is of type 1, and `(C) > 1 is that ~θ2`(C)−1s (~c) =
~σ3s(~c). In this case either deg(vs(~θs(~c))) = 6 and C has the form as in Fig. 9(l),
or deg(vs(~θs(~c))) = 4. In the latter case either deg(vs(~c)) = 4 and C has the form as
in Fig. 9(j), or deg(vs(~c)) = 6 and C has the form as in Fig. 9(k).
Proof of (i): The case when deg(vs(~c)) = 4 is shown in Fig. 11(a), and we need to show
that when deg(vs(~c)) = 6 then C has necessarily the form as in Fig. 11(b). Notice that ~σs(~ρs)
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Figure 11. Two possible cases in the proof of Theorem 5.4(i) when hs(~c) is
of relative type 0: (a) when deg(v1) = 4 and (b) when deg(v1) = 6.
is the second visited corner performing the tour and hs(~σs(~ρs)) is of relative type 1. Thus,
e(~σs(~ρs)) cannot belong to C since it is visited before e. If λrs(~σ
3
s(~ρs)) = 0, then all the
halfedges adjacent to v1 and different than hs(~σs(~ρs)) are of relative type 0 so there are no
offset edges toward v1, which is a contradiction. By consequence λrs(σ
3
s(~ρs))) = 2, and C
has the form as in Fig. 11(b).
Eq. (4) implies that ~cf (v1) can be only one of the following corners: ~σs( ~c), ~σs( ~c) or ~σ2s( ~c).
Proof of (ii):
• C necessarily contains a halfedge of type 1 adjacent to v1, which can either be
e(~σs( ~c)) or e( ~σs( ~c));
• Eq. (4) implies that in the case ~cf (v1) = ~σ2s( ~c), the corresponding edge e( ~σ2s( ~c)) is a
bud;
• therefore in all possible cases (~cf (v1) = ~σ2s( ~c), ~cf (v1) = ~σs( ~c) and ~cf (v1) = ~σs( ~c))
both edges e(~σs( ~c)) and e( ~σs( ~c)) are visited before e which is a contradiction.
Proof of (iii):
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It is clear that when h(~c) is of type 1, `(C) = 1 and deg(vs(~c)) = 4 then either ~θs(~c) =
~σ−1s (~c) or ~θs(~c) = ~σs(~c). In the first case e( ~c) cannot be a stem. Otherwise we will never
visit σ2s( ~c). The same argument implies that also e(~σ
2
s( ~c)) is an internal edge. Therefore C
has necessarily the form presented in Fig. 9(a).
Notice that when ~θs(~c) = ~σs(~c) then ~θ2s(~c) = ~σ
2
s(~c). Therefore either cf (v1) = ~c or
cf (v1) = σ
3
s(~c) 6= ~c. The labels given by λrs imply that in the first case e(~σ2s(~c)) is a bud,
which corresponds to Fig. 9(b) and in the second case e(~σ3s(~c)) is a bud, which corresponds
to Fig. 9(b).
Proof of (iv):
It is clear that when h(~c) is of type 1, `(C) = 1, deg(vs(~c)) = 6 and λrs(~σ
3(~ρs)) = 0 then
necessarily ~c = ~σs(~ρs) and ~θs(~c) is either ~σ2s(~ρs), ~σ
4
s(~ρs), or ~σ
4
s(~ρs).
• when ~θs(~c) = ~σ2s(~ρs) the sequence of corners ~ρs, ~θs(~ρs), ~θ2s(~ρs), ~θ3s(~ρs) coincides with
the sequence ~ρs, ~σs(~ρs), ~σ2s(~ρs), ~σ
3
s(~ρs). Since the label of ~σ
3
s(~ρs) is smaller then that
label of ~σ4s(~ρs), the edge e(~σ
3
s(~ρs)) is a bud. Finally, v1 is a scheme vertex therefore
e~(σ4s(~ρs)) is an internal edge. This corresponds to Fig. 9(e).
• when ~θs(~c) = ~σ4s(~ρs) then e(~σ2s(~c)) is an internal edge. Otherwise, we will never visit
the corner σ2s(~c) performing the tour of s. Moreover e( ~σ
−1
s (~ρs)) is an internal edge
too strictly from the definition of the virtual root. This corresponds to Fig. 9(g).
• when ~θs(~c) = ~σ4s(~ρs) the sequence of corners ~ρs, ~θ−1s (~ρs), ~θ−2s (~ρs) coincides with the
sequence ~ρs, ~σ5s(~ρs), ~σ
2
s(~ρs). Since the label of ~σ
2
s(~ρs) is bigger then that label of
~σ3s(~ρs), the edge e( ~σ
2
s(~ρs)) is a bud. Finally, v1 is a scheme vertex therefore e(~θs(~c))
is an internal edge. This corresponds to Fig. 9(d).
Proof of (v):
It is clear that when h(~c) is of type 1, `(C) = 1, deg(vs(~c)) = 6 and λrs(~σ
3(~ρs)) = 2 then
necessarily ~θs(~c) = ~σ4(~ρs) and ~c is either ~σs(~ρs), ~σ4s(~ρs), or ~σ
4
s(~ρs).
• when ~c = ~σs(~ρs) the sequence of corners ~ρs, ~θs(~ρs), ~θ2s(~ρs) coincides with the se-
quence ~ρs, ~σs(~ρs), ~σ4s(~ρs). Since the label of ~σ
4
s(~ρs) is smaller then that label of
~σ3s(~ρs), the edge e( ~σ
4
s(~ρs)) is a bud. Finally, v1 is a scheme vertex therefore e(~σ
2
s(~ρs))
is an internal edge. This corresponds to Fig. 9(i).
• when ~c = ~σ4s(~ρs) the sequence of corners ~ρs, ~θ−1s (~ρs), ~θ−2s (~ρs), ~θ−3s (~ρs) coincides with
the sequence ~ρs, ~σ5s(~ρs), ~σ
4
s(~ρs), ~σ
3
s(~ρs). Since the label of ~σ
3
s(~ρs) is bigger then that
label of ~σ2s(~ρs), the edge e(~σ
2
s(~ρs)) is a bud. Finally, v1 is a scheme vertex therefore
e~(σs(~ρs)) is an internal edge. This corresponds to Fig. 9(f).
• when ~c = ~σ4s(~ρs) then e(~σ3s(~c)) is an internal edge. Otherwise, we will never visit
the corner σ3s(~c) performing the tour of s. Moreover e(~σs(~ρ)) is also an internal edge
strictly from the definition of the virtual root. This corresponds to Fig. 9(h).
Proof of (vi):
It is clear that all the possibilities when deg(v2) = 4 are shown in Figs. 12(a) to 12(d).
Therefore we need to show that when deg(v2) = 6 then C has necessarily the form as in
Fig. 12(e). The halfedge of C of type 1 adjacent to v2 cannot be hs(~σs(ρs)), since ~σs(ρs) is
visited before c. By consequence λrs(σ
3
s(~ρs))) = 2, and the halfedge of C of type 1 adjacent
to v2 is either e(~σ3s(~ρ)) or e( ~σ
3
s(~ρ)), as shown on Fig. 12(e).
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Figure 12. Five possible cases in the proof of Theorem 5.4(vi) when hs(~c) is
of relative type 1 and `(C) > 1: (a) when deg(v2) = deg(v1) = 4, (b),(c),(d)
when deg(v1) = 6 and (e) when deg(v2) = 6.
y
Eq. (4) implies that ~cf (vs(~θs(~c))) can be one of the following corners: ~σsθs(~c), ~σsθs(~c),
~σ2sθs(~c) or ~θs(~c). Moreover, identical arguments as used in the case (ii) show that in fact~cf (v1)
cannot be equal to any of the corners ~σsθs(~c), ~σsθs(~c), ~σ2sθs(~c). Thus the only possibility is
that ~cf (vs(~θs(~c))) = ~θs(~c) and necessarily e(~θs(~c)) is a bud. By iterating this argument,
we deduce that there exists a sequence of vertices v1, . . . , v`(C) connected by edges e =
e1, e2, . . . , e`(C), where ej is joining vj+1 with vj and offset towards vj (v`(C)+1 := v1 by
convention). Note that performing a tour of s starting from ~c we visit an alternating sequence
of offset edges and buds. In particular, the sequence of visited corners~c, ~θs(~c), . . . , ~θ
2`(C)−1
s (~c)
coincide with the sequence ~c, ~θs(~c), ~σs~θs(~c), ~θs~σs~θs(~c), . . . , ~θs(~σs~θs)`(C)−1(~c). Therefore
~θ
2`(C)−1
s (~c) can be one of the following corners
• ~σs(~c) in Figs. 12(a) and 12(c) to 12(e),
• ~σ4s(~ρs) in Figs. 12(b) to 12(d),
• ~σ3s(~c) in Figs. 12(a), 12(d) and 12(e).
Proof of (vii):
Consider first the case when deg(v2) = 4 (Figs. 12(a) to 12(d)). When ~θ
2`(C)−1
s (~c) = ~σs(~c)
then e(~θs( ~σs(~c)) is a bud. Indeed, it was not visited yet and since λrs is a decent labeling and
λrs
(
~θs( ~σs(~c))
)
+ 1 = λrs
(
~σs(~θs( ~σs(~c)))
)
the claim follows. This implies that there are two
buds attached to v2, thus v2 has to be the root vertex (by the definition of a special 4-valent
map). Therefore ~θs( ~σs(~c)) is the root corner, which is clearly impossible (for instance it will
imply that ~cf (v2) = ~σs~θs ~σs(~c) which contradicts the fact that ~cf (v2) = ~θs(~c)). Suppose now
that deg(v2) = 6 (Fig. 12(e)). Note that after visiting ~σs(~c) we are visiting the bud preceding
the root, thus we performed the whole tour of s. Since ~θs(~c) is visited before ~σ2s(~ρs) this
means that after visiting ~θs(~c) we visit successively ~σs~θs(~c), ~σs(~c) and the last corner in the
whole tour. But this means that we never visited ~σ2s(~ρs) which is clearly a contradiction.
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Proof of (viii):
When h(~c) is of type 1, `(C) > 1, deg(v1) = 6 and ~θ
2`(C)−1
s (~c) = ~σ
4
s(~ρs) then ~θ
2( ~ρs)
is visited after ~σs~θ2( ~ρs). The label of ~σs~θ2( ~ρs) is smaller than the label of ~θ2( ~ρs). As a
consequence e(~σs~θ2( ~ρs)) is a bud, hence v`(C) is adjacent to two buds. This contradicts that s
is a special 4-valent map, since v`(C) is not the root vertex and its internal degree is equal to
2.
Proof of (ix):
When h(~c) is of type 1, `(C) > 1 and ~θ2`(C)−1s (~c) = ~σ3s(~c) then either deg(v2) = 6
(Fig. 12(e)), or deg(v2) = 4. In the latter case when deg(v1) = 6 then necessarily ~σs(~ρs) = ~c
and λrs(~σ
3
s(~ρs)) = 0 (see Fig. 12). Therefore we have the following possibilities: deg(v1) =
deg(v2) = 4 (Fig. 12(a)), deg(v1) = 6 (Fig. 12(d)) or deg(v2) = 6 (Fig. 12(e)). Notice that
for each j ∈ [`(C)] and for each vj there is exactly one edge e(vj) adjacent to it (except v1
in Fig. 12(d), where there is also the bud preceding the root bud) which was not visited yet
in the tour of s starting from its root and finishing in ~σ3s(~c). Let e(vj) be the first edge among
e(v1), . . . , e(v`(C)) visited in a tour of s. This edge is necessarily visited from a corner (non
visited yet) with label 1 (since λrs is a decent labeling). We conclude that all edges e(vn),
where n 6= j have to be buds. Indeed, all of them are visited first from a corner with label 0
and since λrs is a decent labeling the claim follows. That means that there exists k ∈ [`(C)]
such that there are two buds attached to vk unless `(C) = j = 2. The existence of such a
vertex vk contradicts the assumption that s is a special 4-valent map. Therefore necessarily
`(C) = j = 2. The case when deg(v1) = deg(v2) = 4 corresponds to Fig. 9(j), the case
when deg(v1) = 6 corresponds to Fig. 9(k), and the case when deg(v2) = 6 corresponds to
Fig. 9(l).
We explored the whole tree–style diagram from Fig. 10, checking all the possible proper-
ties of the cycle C. This concludes the proof.

Lemma 5.6. Let s ∈ M˜×S be a special unlabeled 4-valent map on a surface S, and let C
be the first visited offset cycle of s. Then, we can transform s into another special unlabeled
4-valent map s′ ∈ M˜×S′ such that:
• Es′ ⊂ Es and C ′ 6= C is an offset cycle in s if and only if it is an offset cycle in s′,
• |C| ≥ χS′ − χS .
Proof. We claim that ifC ′ 6= C is an offset simple cycle in s then the set of vertices belonging
to C ′ is disjoint from the set of vertices belonging to C. We recall that Lemma 5.5 implies
that the first visited offset cycle C of s is of the form presented in Fig. 9. Let v be a vertex
belonging to C. Notice that if v ∈ C ′ then it necessarily has adjacent halfedges of both types
0 and 1 which do not belong to C but are contained in internal edges. This case only appears
in Fig. 9(a). In this case e( ~c) cannot belong to C ′ since C is the first visited offset cycle. As a
consequence the set of vertices belonging to C ′ is disjoint from the set of vertices belonging
to C, as claimed.
Let s′ be a blossoming map obtained from s by removing all the vertices of C and all the
halfedges adjacent to removed vertices. In Fig. 13 we colored halfedges which were internal
edges in s but now become stems in s′ by red or green. We set red (green, respectively)
stems to be leafs (buds, respectively) in s′. Note that if the root vertex of s was contained
in C (these are precisely the cases when green halfedges appear) the blossoming map s′ is
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Figure 13. Procedure of constructing s′ from s described in Lemma 5.6.
not rooted. Let v be the green vertex adjacent to vs(~ρs) by the green edge e (see Fig. 13).
We are going to root s′ in the vertex v in a way that s′ ∈ M˜×S . In order to do this we are
going to show that when v is of relative type 1 then the edge sharing an adjacent corner to e
of label 1 is necessarily a bud. It is clear from Fig. 13 that the first visited corner in the tour
of s adjacent to v is the corner adjacent to e with bigger label, while the last visited corner
in the tour of s adjacent to v is the corner adjacent to e with smaller label. Therefore, if this
bigger label is equal to 2 then the unique corner labeled by 0 and adjacent to v was visited
before the corner labeled by 1 and adjacent to e and v. This implies that the edge between
these two corners has to be a bud, since λrs is a decent labeling. Similarly, if this bigger label
is equal to 1 then the corresponding corner was visited before the unique corner adjacent to
v, labeled by 2. Therefore the edge between these two corners has to be a bud, since λrs is a
decent labeling.
Our analysis shows that when the root vertex of s was contained in C we can root s′ at the
vertex v as shown in the following Section 5.3. Now s′ is a well-defined rooted blossoming
map. Notice that our choice of the root is made in a way that the cyclic tour order of s′
corresponds to the tour order of s restricted to the set of corners we did not remove (see
Fig. 13 and the order of visited corners indicated by latin alphabet). In particular s′ is a
unicellular map, and the labeling λrs′ coincides with the labeling λ
r
s′ since we set stems to be
buds (leaves, respectively) if the adjacent corner with the smaller (larger, respectively) label
was visited first in the tour of s′. Moreover, the set of internal edges of s′ is a subset of
internal edges of s, therefore λrs′ is a well-labeling. Finally, we already proved that C
′ 6= C
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Figure 14. Procedure of rooting s′ from Lemma 5.6.
is an offset cycle in s if and only if it is an offset cycle in s′. This means that s′ ∈ M˜×S′ is a
special 4-valent map, as claimed.
Finally, we need to prove that the condition
|C| ≥ χS′ − χS
holds true. This simply follows by comparing an Euler characteristic of s and s′. Let us have
a closer look at the evolution of parameters. When C consists of a single edge the total length
of offset cycles decreases by 1, and we either remove 2 edges or 3 edges and 1 vertex (see
Fig. 9), so that the Euler characteristic increases by 1 or 2. When C consists of two edges
the total length of offset cycles decreases by 2, and we remove 4 edges and 2 vertices (see
Fig. 9), so that the Euler characteristic increases by 2. This finishes the proof.

Theorem 5.4 is an easy corollary of Lemma 5.5 and Lemma 5.6.
Proof of Theorem 5.4. We will prove it by induction on genus 2gS for any special unlabeled
4-valent map, thus in particular for any unlabeled scheme. For 2gS = 0 our thesis follows
from Lemma 5.5. Assume that s ∈ M˜×S is a special unlabeled 4-valent map, where 2gS > 0.
Let C be its first visited offset cycle, and let s′ ∈ M˜×S be a special unlabeled 4-valent map
associated with s by Lemma 5.6. We know by Lemma 5.6 that C is disjoint with all the other
offset cycles of s. Moreover |C| ≥ χS′ − χS , thus
2gS′ ≤ 2gS − |C| < 2gS .
Therefore the total length of cycles in the offset graph of s′ is at most equal to 2gS′ , which
gives that the total length of cycles in the offset graph of s is at most equal to 2gS′+|C| ≤ 2gS .
This finishes the proof. 
6. ENUMERATIVE RESULTS FOR GENERAL MAPS
We now use the results from the previous sections to obtain enumerative results. In Sec-
tion 6.1, we prove the rationality in t•, t◦ and D of the series CG#s (for any unlabeled scheme
s), giving a combinatorial explanation of Theorem 1.3. In Section 6.2, using a construction
from [Lep19b], we consider the case of schemes with no offset cycles, and prove in Theo-
rem 6.4 that the corresponding series is actually rational in t• and t◦ only. In Section 6.3,
we define an operation on offset loops of a scheme and use Theorem 6.4 to give a similar
rationality result for the case where the scheme has no offset cycle of length 2.
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6.1. Rationality in D. Recall that Arquès and Giorgetti [AG00] proved that the series of
maps on any surface is rational in t•, t◦, and a (see Theorem 1.3).
By Eq. (3), any rational function of t•, t◦, D, D•, D◦, and B, is also a rational function
of t•, t◦, and a.
The rest of this section will be dedicated to provide a proof of Theorem 6.1:
Theorem 6.1. For any unlabeled scheme s, the series of scheme-rooted cores having unla-
beled scheme s is a rational function of t•, t◦, and D.
Theorem 6.1, along with Lemma 4.7 and Corollary 3.9, allows to deduce the follow-
ing corollary, that gives a combinatorial interpretation of the rationality expressed in The-
orem 1.3:
Corollary 6.2. The bivariate series of maps on a surface S is a rational function in t•, t◦,
and B.
Proof of Theorem 6.1. Lemma 5.2 ensures for any labeled scheme l, the series Cl(t•, t◦) is a
polynomial in t•, t◦, D and B, and is thus rational in t•, t◦, and B. However, since there is
an infinite number of labeled schemes having s as an unlabeled scheme, we cannot directly
conclude with Theorem 6.1.
Our strategy is to show that the contribution of all labeled schemes associated to a certain
surjection can be written as the contribution of a certain canonical labeled scheme associated
to this surjection, multiplied by a finite number of factors of the form 1
1−P , where P is a
simple polynomial in t•, t◦, and D, and where each of these factors account for the difference
of height between successive vertices.
However, in the bivariate setup, the weight associated to a branch depends on the parity
of its height (see Lemma 5.2). By consequence, we need to keep track of the parity of these
labels, hence leading to the definition of binary surjections.
We call binary surjection a pair made of a surjection p : [1, n] → [1, k] for k ∈ [1, n], and
a binary sequence ε ∈ {0, 1}k−1. Such a surjection is said to have size n and height k. The
set of binary surjections of size n is denoted BSn.
Let s be an unlabeled scheme, and l be its labeled version. We arbitrarily denote the
vertices of s (and accordingly, those of l) by: v1, · · · , vnvs , or sometimes just 1, · · · , nvs for the
sake of concision. The binary surjection associated to l is the binary surjection (p, ε) such
that:
• p(i) = p(j) ⇐⇒ λhl (i) = λhl (j), (we consequently denote λhl (p−1(i)) the common
height of vertices of p−1(i)
• p(i) < p(j) ⇐⇒ λhl (i) < λhl (j),
• λhl (p−1(i+ 1))− λhl (p−1(i)) ≡ εi mod 2.
Note that this construction is similar to the grouping of schemes by their relative ordering
in [Lep19a], in which schemes are grouped by a non-binary surjection, which is enough in
the univariate setup.
The set of labeled schemes associated to the binary surjection (p, ε) is denoted L(p,ε). The
canonical labeled scheme of binary surjection (p, ε), denoted lm(p,ε), is the labeled scheme l
such that λhl (p
−1(i + 1)) − λhl (p−1(i)) = 2 − i for any i ∈ [1, k − 1]. In other word, it is
the labeled scheme of L(p,ε) which minimizes the highest difference of height between two
vertices.
There is a bijection f betweenL(p,ε) and sequences of non-negative integers of length k−1,
where k is the height of p: to a sequence (ai)i∈[1,k−1] we associate the labeled scheme l such
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that hl(p−1(i+1))−hl(p−1(i)) = 2(ai+1)−i for any i ∈ [1, k−1]. Note that the canonical
labeled scheme can be defined as f(0).
Let s be an unlabeled scheme, and p a surjection. The set E↗s,p (resp. E↘s,p, E↖s,p, E↙s,p) is
defined as the set of edges of s corresponding to edges of E↗l (resp. E↘l , E↖l , E↙l ), for
some l ∈ Lp. We denote Ci↗s,p (resp. Ci↘s,p , Ci↖s,p , Ci↙s,p ) the number of edges of E↗s,p (resp.
E↘s,p, E↖s,p, E↙s,p) that can be written (u, v), where p(u) ≤ i and p(v) > i. We also define
Cis,p := C
i↗
s,p + C
i↘
s,p + C
i↖
s,p + C
i↙
s,p .
The bijection f , in conjunction with Lemma 5.2, leads to the following:∑
l∈L(p,ε)
CG#l = CG#l(p,ε) ·
∏
i∈[1,k−1]
1
1−D2Cis,p · (t•t◦)(Ci↗s,p+Ci↘s,p+2Ci↖s,p)
.
By summing over all possible binary surjection:
CG#s =
∑
(p,ε)∈BSnvs
CG#l(p,ε) ·
∏
i∈[1,k−1]
1
1−D2Cis,p · (t•t◦)(Ci↗s,p+Ci↘s,p+2Ci↖s,p)
.
Note that Lemma 5.2 (along with Eq. (3)) ensures the rationality in t•, t◦ andD of the series
Cl(p,ε) . Thus, Lemma 4.7 and the fact that BSnvs is finite allows to conclude the proof. 
6.2. Rationality for schemes with no offset cycle. We now adapt the construction of [Lep19b],
that groups labeled schemes depending on their relative ordering, represented this time by a
permutation rather than a surjection. This allows to prove Theorem 6.3, which is Ala stronger
result than Theorem 6.1, but which can only be applied to some schemes.
The purpose of this section is to extend Theorem 2.5.1 of [Lep19b] to the following theo-
rem:
Theorem 6.3. Let s be an unlabeled scheme of genus g with no offset cycle. Then the series
CG#s (t•, t◦) is:
• ‖-symmetric in D• and D◦, if g is an integer,
• ‖-antisymmetric in D• and D◦, if g is not an integer.
Theorem 6.3, in addition to Eq. (3) and Lemmas 4.7 and 5.1, leads to the following result:
Theorem 6.4. Let s be an unlabeled scheme of genus g ≥ 1 with no offset cycle.
The series
RG#s
B2g
is rational in t• and t◦.
Proof of Theorem 6.3. The proof of Theorem 6.3 is very similar of that of [Lep19b, Theorem
2.5.1], which is developed in [Lep19b, Section 2.5]. Since we only need small modifications
to be able to prove Theorem 6.3, we will simply reuse all notations and definitions given
there, and refer the reader to [Lep19b] for more details. Note that the definition of a consistent
labeling of a scheme is only valid if that scheme has no offset cycle.
The series cS(pi,ζ),k:±s,ν is redefined as follows:
cS(pi,ζ),k:±s,ν =
∑
`∈cL(pi,ζ),k:+s,ν
 ∏
e∈E↗(`)
∆
h1,k:±` (e)
h0,k:±` (e)
(D•, D◦)
∏
e∈E↘(`)
∆
h0,k:±` (e)
h1,k:±` (e)
(D◦, D•)
·
∏
e∈E↖(`)
∆
h1,k:±` (e)
h0,k:±` (e)
(D,D)
∏
e∈E↙(`)
∆
h0,k:±` (e)
h1,k:±` (e)
(t•t◦D, t•t◦D)
 .
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Figure 15. The operation ξ on an offset loop.
The need to distinguish the forward and backward edges (because of Lemma 5.2), leads to
the following refinement of the definition of cW (pi,ζ),ks,ν,e :
cW (pi,ζ),ks,ν,e :=

W pi,ζ(k),ks,ν,e (D−c, Dc), if e ∈ Epi,k,↗s,ν ,
W pi,ζ(k),ks,ν,e (Dc, D−c), if e ∈ Epi,k,↘s,ν ,
W pi,ζ(k),ks,ν,e (D,D), if e ∈ Epi,k,↖s,ν ,
W pi,ζ(k),ks,ν,e (t•t◦D, t•t◦D), if e ∈ Epi,k,↙s,ν ,
1, otherwise.
.
Using Lemma 5.2, it is then easy to see that [Lep19b, Lemma 2.5.16] still holds in this
slightly more general setup.
Observe that Eq. (5), that was first stated in [Lep19b], still holds in this setup, even for
forward edges.
(5) cW (pi,ζ),ks,ν,e
‖
=
((−1)(ζ(k)+1)c)W (pi,ζ),k¯−1s,ν,e
D•D◦
.
By consequence, [Lep19b, Lemma 2.5.17] also holds in this setup.
Following the end of the proof of [Lep19b, Theorem 5.1], we obtain:
RG#s = (−1)n
e+nv+1RG#l .
Euler formula and Lemma 5.1 allows to conclude the proof of Theorem 6.3.

6.3. Rationality for schemes with offset loops.
Theorem 6.5. Let s be an unlabeled scheme of genus g ≥ 1 whose offset graph has k loops,
and no oriented cycle of length more than 1.
The series
RG#s
B2g ·Dk is rational in t• and t◦.
Proof. We define a new unlabeled scheme denoted g(s), obtained by applying to each loop
of the offset map of s the operation illustrated in Fig. 15.
First suppose that s has a single offset loop, denoted C. The operation ξ consists in apply-
ing the operation illustrated on Fig. 15, that is adding a leaf on each side of the halfedge of C
that has type 1, so as to make this halfedge have type 0.
We define Cξ(s) to be the family of scheme-rooted cores having ξ(s) as unlabeled scheme,
and whose non-scheme vertices all have degree 4. When computing CG#s , the loop C always
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has weight BDt•t◦ (by Lemma 5.2), whereas when computing CG#ξ(s), the modified loop ξ(C)
has weight B. Since, apart from the two additional leaves, that have 2 different colors, the
rest of s and ξ(s) are exactly the same, we obtain the following equality:
CG#s = D · CG#ξ(s).
Now, if s has k loops, we apply the same operation on each loops, and obtain:
CG#s = Dk · CG#ξ(s).
Note that the proof of Theorem 6.4 does not require s to be 4-valent, but only that its
halfedges have only type 0 or 1, and that it has no offset cycle. We hence apply Theorem 6.4
to ξ(s) to conclude the proof. 
Remark 4. Of course, it is very tempting to believe that a similar trick could be performed on
offset cycles of length 2, so as to obtain a universal rationality result for cores having a given
scheme. Unfortunately, the structure of the schemes with offset cycles of length 2 is much
more complicated then the case considered above and we leave this issue open for the future
consideration.
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